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General Introduction

Protein Folding
Proteins are produced to play their specific roles in organism

orne catalyze

physiological reactions with their own specificity, some are used a constructional material
of bodies, orne are involved in electron transfer or transport of phy iological material and
products, and o on. In this context, the biopolymers consisting of 20 kinds of amino acids
can be regarded as ultimate functional and sophisticated macromolecules.
Twenty kinds of natural L-amino acids are polymerized to make a single polypeptide
chain without branching. This chain folds into its intrinsic native conformation to exert it
proper function. In other word , forming the native tertiary structure of a polypeptide is

weight fraction of OG in the mixed urfactant system of SDS and OG

essential for exhibiting it physiological function. What gene govern i , however, only the
sequence of its con tituents , amino acid . A polypeptide chain of a protein which has its
inherent amino acid sequence can fold pontaneously to have its inherent activity even in

vitro. The tertiary structure of a protein shou ld, therefore, be dominated by its amino acid

Terminology

sequence (Anfinsen, 1973). For these few decades, a huge number of tudies on protein

This tudy deals with the folding properties of a membrane protein, Escherichia coli

folding has been perfom1ed to make the mechani rn clear how proteins adopt the native

OmpA. This protein is a major outer membrane protein of Escherichia coli, w hich is

folding. Recent development in biotechnology or protein engineering makes it po ible to

produced owing to the omp gen in vivo. OmpF and OmpC are also stemmed from the omp

synthesize a polypeptide chain with a facultative amino acid sequence. Actually, in the field

gene, and called "porin" since they have a pore in the native form in vivo through which

of indu try, such techniques are app lied nowadays, and elucidation of the mechanism of

substances can go in ·ide and outside of the outer membrane.

protein folding is looked forward to not only from academic intere t but also from industrial
motivation.

IX
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Protein folding has been studied in particular from the following four points of view

I

General lmroJucllon

protein folding exhibiting the behavior of a real protein . Very recentl y. attempts have tarred
to observe the folding behavior of a ingle protein molecule direc t! _ by app lic::tti ons of ne,,·

(C reigh ton. 199-+).
1) Throug h what kinetic process or folding pathway does a protein adopt it

native and

techniques uch as atomic force micro copy or fluorescence labeling spectro copy.
These studies have made advances in approaches to solve many problem s of protein

biolog icall y active folded conformation?
2) What is the physical basis of the stability of folded conformations?

folding . There is , however, a pitfall in the advances. That is, the e advanc s are made only

3) Why does an amino acid sequence give only one native folding through the limited

for very limited kinds of water-soluble globular proteins . For instance, membrane proteins ,

folding pathway?

which fold and function in biomembrane , are much poorly inve tigated in regard to the

4) Given the amino acid sequence of a protein, how can its 3-dimensional structure be

problen1s of protein folding described above compared with such kinds of protein . Studie

predicted?

of membrane proteins must be of great importance since they are es entia! and quite unique

Various methods have been exploited to answer these problems . Kinetic and statistic

for living activity as well. What is the reason for the one-sided current of the

tudies?

aspects of the folding-unfolding phenomena of a protein between the unfolded and folded

Difficulty in studying the folding of a membrane protein will be pointed out in the following

state

section. In this the is, we will proceed to an approach to tackle the problem .

have been revealed by means of procedures in physical chemistry, such as

pectroscopies ; ultraviolet and visible (UV) absorption, circular dichroism (CD), tryptophan
fluore cence, infrared (IR), nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) or photometries; low angle
laser light scattering (LALLS), dynamic light scattering (DLS) , small angle X-ray scattering

1.2

(SAXS) or small angle neutron scattering (SANS). Calorimetry ha been used to evaluate

1.2. 1

the thermodynamical stability of a protein directly. X-ray cry tallographic analy es, which
give the

3-dimen ~ ional

structure of a protein molecule, afford significant insight into the

Structure and Folding of Membrane Proteins
Structure of Membrane Protein
Membrane proteins form their tertiary and higher order structures in biomembrane

which are mainly con tructed from lipid bilayer. Figure 1.1 hows an illustration of integral

protein folding. NMR may give knowledge about both of the structure and dynamics of a

m e mbrane protein

protein with atomic re olution. Advance in protein engineering accelerate uch studies to

biomembran e has large hydrophobic surface area which i in contact with hydrocarbon. of

elucidate the contribution of specific amino acids in the equence to the stability or folding

the lipid molecule to make it s native conformation

mechani ·m of the protein . In parallel with uch experimental studies, theoretical works in

solubilized in a simple aqueous salt. In many case, , it has also hydrophilic regions extruded

molecu lar dynamic

from the lipid bilayer to the aqueous environment, and thu · cannot be ol ubi lized ev n in a

or ca lcu lation of tability have made progres

2

in the simulation for

in a biomembrane. Since a membrane protein integrated in a

3

tabl e,

uch a prot e in cannot be

simple organic olvent either. In this context, a membrane protein in its nativ
properly solubilized in the presence of amphiphiles such a

folding is

urfactants or lipid .

For biochemical studies of a membrane protein, the membrane is

olubilized

commonly by the addition of surfactants to i olate the protein. While proteins are often
modified or denatured upon the solubilization, a membrane protein can be olubilized by the

phospholipids

use of a suitable surfactant keeping its intrinsic structure and activity. Upon the
solubilization, surfactant molecules bind to the hydrophobic region of the protein to form
the complex between the surfactant and the protein, resulting in the stable di per ion of the
membrane protein in aqueous solution . In order to determine the 3-dimensional structure of
a protein with atomic resolution, X-ray analysis for the crystal of the protein is one of the
most powerful procedures. Crystallization of the membrane protein and the crystal growth
require the ordered contacts between the proteins or the protein and the surfactant employed.
The selection of an amphiphile often affects critical! y the crystallization of a membrane
protein. Actually, surfactant molecules coordinated with a membrane protein molecule are
Figure 1.1

Paradigm of membrane proteins in a biomembrane, which were proposed as a fluid

mo aic model by Singer and 1 icolson (1972). In this model, membrane protein

can move

horizontally along the planar membrane fluidly. Some membrane proteins penetrate the membrane

observed in the X-ray crystallographic structure for the oxidized bovine heart cytochrome c
oxidase (Tsukihara et al., 1995, 1996). It i , hence, not easy to obtain the crystal of a

completely, some are buried partially and some are only adsorbed on the urface of the membrane .

membrane protein.

The first type of membrane proteins, called integral membrane proteins, are refened ro as

In

'·membrane protein " and studied in this thesis.

pite of such difficulties

especially during the last decade, experimental

knowledge concerning X-ray cry tallographic analysi · has been gradually accumulated for
everal membrane proteins. The 7

A resolution

structure of bacteriorhodop in (BR) was

determined by Henderson and Unwin (1975), and followed by the , ubsequent high
resolution structural analysis at 3.5

A

re olution (Henderson et a!., 1990). The 2.3

A

resolution structure of the photosynthetic reaction center from Rhodopseudonzonos viridis

5
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(Dcisenhofer et a/.,

Ch.1pta I
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1984) and the homologous reaction center from Rhodobacte r
membrane proteins

sphaeroides (Allen eta! .. 1986, 1987; Changer aL., 1986. 1991), the 1.8
structures of OmpF, or porin. from Rhodobacter capsulatus (Weis

et al., 1990) and the

homologo us Escherichia coli porin structure (Cowan et af., 1992), the 3.4

A resolution

structure of the light-harvesting complex from photosystem II (LHCII) (Ktihlbrandt et al. ,
1994) and the 2.8

A resolution

~

A resolution

nmrn

llilllil•'':~c~· .,.·"~"t

~

. rnmmmnmn
i
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phospholipids

~rnmrnmr
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structure of the oxidized bovine heart cytochrome c oxidase

(Ts ukihara et al., 1995 , 1996) were determined. Such successes in crystallographic studies
afford not only their 3-dimensional structures with atomic resolution but also the general
prospect of cry tallization for membrane proteins. The general approach for solving the

~-type

ex-type

problems specific to crystallizing membrane proteins , which aims to determine the tertiary
structure of a new membrane protein , is developing to be establi hed on the ba is of the
knowled ge from such tudies (Ktihlbrandt, 1988, Garavito et al., 1996).
Although the number of the structural data is very small, such studies verified umque
features of the folding nature of membrane proteins, which had been discussed formerly by
speculation. That i , membrane proteins can be classified into those con isting of either ahelice

or ~ structures in the transmembrane region in terms of the secondary structure

(Stowell and Rees , 1995). Figure 1.2 shows the paradigm of membrane proteins in a

Figure 1.2

Schematic representation of integral membrane proteins in phospholipids. Membrane

biomembrane in this context. For instance, BR, the photosynthetic reaction center, LHCII

proteins can be categori zed into two types , ex-type and ~ - type , in terms of their secondary structure

and bovine heart cytochrome c oxidase are of the a-helical type and OmpF porin has a

of the transmembrane egment . Crystal structures for membrane proteins reveal such a unique

typical ~-barrel structure with anti-parallel ~-sheets. It is , however. noteworthy that electron

feature of membrane protein .

cry tallograp hi c work on the acetylcholine receptor (Unwin, 1993) intriguingly suggests
another type of membra ne protein which has an a-~ hybrid secondary structure in the
transmembrane region (Stowe ll and Rees , 1995 ).

6
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This mixed surfactant system gives a suitable experim ntal condition under \Vhich the

Folding of Membrane Protein.
In the la t decade, folding phenomena of membrane proteins regarding the

membrane protein unfolds and refold

reversibly, while most of

olubilized membrane

ob ervation of the refolding of a membrane protein or the assessment of the foldina0

proteins with their folded structures in the presence of surfactants are empirically known to

mechanism or the conformational stability have been studied for a few membrane proteins

denature irreversibly. Establishment of the conditions under which a protein folds and

such as BR (Huang et al., 1981, Popot et al., 1987 , Booth et al., 1995, 1996), the major

unfolds reversibly is essential for the thermodynamical a essment of the protein folding.

photosynthetic antenna complex of green plants (Booth and Paulsen, 1996), diacylglycerol
kinase (DGK) (Lau and Bowie, 1997) and a transmembrane fragment of ferric enterobactin
receptor (FepA) (Klug and Feix, 1998). Among them, BR, a membrane protein of the a-

1.3

Experimental Conditions- Application of Surfactant System -

helical type, is well studied and some folding models, in which primarily formed a-helices

In general, it is essential to establish an experimental system m which a

on a membrane surface are inserted and oriented to form the native folding of the membrane

conformational change of a protein can be observed for the investigation of the folding

protein, were proposed (Popot and Engelman, 1990, Hunt et al., 1997). As for ~ type

mechanism of the protein. Since membrane proteins fold only in the presence of

membrane proteins, two kinds of outer membrane proteins, OmpF porin (Eisele and
Rosenbusch, 1990, Surrey et al., 1996) and OmpA (Surrey and Jahnig, 1992, 1995,
Kleinschmidt and Tamm, 1996), were investigated with regard to the folding mechanism as

amphiphiles, most of experiments concerning their folding have been performed by the use
of lipid-surfactant or surfactant- urfactant mixed systems as described above (e.g . Booth et
al., 1995, 1996, Surrey and Jahnig, 1992, 1995, Lau and Bowie, 1997). The formation of

tertiary structures of the membrane proteins under such conditions should be dominated by

well a a type membrane proteins.
Most of such studies deal with the conformational change of a membrane protein
between the folded form in a lipid vesicle or biomembrane directly and the unfolded form in
the presence of a denaturant. It should be noted that the study of the folding of DGK is
concerned with the conformational change between the folded form in a surfactant with
mild denaturing ability and the unfolded form in the presence of another surfactant with
stronger denaturing ability (Lau and Bowie, 1997). The use of two kinds of surfactants is
con idered to be a mixed surfactant sy tern. Namely, the conformational change of DGK
was observed by changing the composition of the mixed surfactant system in this study.

8

interactions among the polypeptides and the amphiphilic media surrounding them.
Quantitative assessment of such interactions is es ential to understand the physico-chemical
mechanism of the folding phenomena of the membrane proteins.
Surfactants are commonly used for the solubilization of membrane proteins. These
amphiphilic molecules associate to form assemblies called micelles above a defined
concentration, i.e. the critical micelle concentration (erne). By the use of an appropriate
surfactant, membrane proteins can be solubilized with their native folding retained. In the
solution, surfactants are considered to bind to the urface of the protein with native folding

9
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covering its hydrophobic surface with their hydrocarbon tails. Consequently. their
hydrophilic heads cover the mo st external surface of a complex formed between the protein
and the surfactants to be dispersed in aqueous solution , a is shown Figure 1.3. This ability

rrmm
ililllil

of a surfactant in the solubilization of a membrane protein is considered to depend on the
monomer concentration rather than that of the micelles or total concentration of the

mmmr
lilllililll

membrane
protein

phospholipid

surfactant. To obtain a stable dispersion of a membrane protein, hence, the surfactant should

solubilization

be used with keeping its monomer concentration constant above a sufficient level. Since the
effective concentration of the surfactant is decreased by forming the complex with the

o---

surfactant molecule

protein, using concentration above its erne of the surfactant can keep its monomer

--o

---o

concentration in the bulk solution constant. Therefore, the surfactant is usually used for the
solubilization of a membrane protein above the erne.

---o

For understanding the folding mechanism of a protein, assessment of

o---

conformational stability of the protein is indispensable. The native state of a protein is
known to be stabilized with a small energy difference to its denatured state, not more than
SO kJ mol-

1

,

--o

o---

e

~ ~
~

protein- urfactant complex

which is called marginal stability. This is one of the characteristic properties of

---o

/

0~--.....

)

micelle

proteins which dominate the protein folding problems described in the section 1.1.
Practically, the stability of the folded state of a protein relative to the unfolded one in term
of the Gibb s free energy difference between them, ilG, can be determined through
mea suring th e change in the equilibrium constant or that in the

he~t

Figure 1.3

Schematic representation of a solubilized membrane protein in the presence of a

capacity directly

surfactant. The membrane protein forms a complex with surfactant molecules upon the

accompanied with the heat denaturation. In the case of a membrane protein, one can obtain

solubilization. The surfactant molecules are considered to bind to the hydrophobic region of the

ilG through similar experiments in the pre ence of amphiphiles. However, ilG thus obtained

protein, which interacts with hydrocarbon chains of phospholipids in biomembrane. Surfactants in

for the membrane protein must include not only the energetic difference originated from the

the bulk solution fonn aggregate called micelles.

conformational change of the polypeptide but also from the change in the interaction of the

10
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polypeptide w ith the amphiphil es surro unding it. Hence, evaluating the interaction is

1990) and the mixed urfactant system itse lf have been well established (Kameyama er al ..

essentia l for determining the thermodynamic propertie. of the folding of membrane protein .

1997). The amount of surfactant binding to the protein could be determin d by means of

One plau i ble method to evaluate the interaction i the use of a surfactant as a supporting

size exclusion chromatography (SEC) combined with refractive index and low angle Ia er

amphiphile since the interaction can be described in terms of the amount of the urfactant

light scattering photometry (LALLS) , and this will be de cribed in Chapter II.

be evaluated

It hould be noted that the conformation of a membrane protein solubilized in the

experimentally by determining the amount of surfactants bound to the protein both in the

presence of a surfactant cannot always be identical with that in th e biomembrane in detail,

folded and unfo lded states. In this context, experimental sy terns involving surfactants seem

even though the protein thu s olubilized exert

s uitabl e for studying the conformational stability of a membrane protein.

hydrophilic region of the protein , which is extruded from a planar lipid bilayer of the

binding.

This

energetic

contribution

of the

surfactant

binding

can

its intrinsic activity. The structure of the

Practically, folding and unfolding phenomena of DGK were studied by the use of

biomembrane and exposed in aqueous space, may be altered in a surfactant solution, since

the mixed surfactant system of sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) and dodecylmaltoside to

thi s region should be feasible to access to some interaction with micelles or monomers of

evaluate the stability of the membrane protein in the presence of dodecylmaltoside to the

the urfactant in the bulk olution. However, this may not be critical in con idering the basic

unfolded state in the presence of SDS (Lau and Bowie, 1997). In the study, however, the

properties of the folding of a membrane protein with respect to change in the backbone

energetic difference of the surfactant binding between the two states was not accounted.

structure between one tate with the folded structure and another one, when the di crete

That i , the energy difference thus evaluated must include the conformational stability of the

thermodynamically stable states of the protein are to be concerned.

protein to th e unfolded state and the energetic difference of the surfactant binding. Since the
mode of dodecylmaltoside binding to the protein in the folded form must be different from
that of SDS binding to the protein in the unfolded form, one hould evaluate such energetic
difference of the surfactant binding in order to evaluate the conformational stability of the

1.4

Outer Membrane Protein A (OmpA) from Escherichia coli
Esche richia coli OmpA i

one of the well studied and characterized integral

protein. In the present study, the mixed surfactant y tern of SDS and octylglucoside (OG)

membrane proteins (Reightmeir and Bragg , 1974, 1977 , Nakamura and Mizu hima , 1976,

was employed to e tablish the approach for solving the protein folding problem in an outer

Chen et al., 1980, Dornmair et al., 1990, Sugawara and Nikaido, 1992, 1994, Rodionova et

membrane protein from Es che rich ia coli, OmpA. The use of the mixed surfactant ystem of

al., 1995). It physiological function is not clear but i, reported to act as a receptor for pili

SDS and OG seem , rather

uitable than that of SDS and dodecylmaltoside, since the

upon the cell conjugation (Van Alphen et al. , 1977) as a mechanical support of the

DS (Hayashi and Ikeda, 1980) and OG (Kameyama and Takagi ,

membrane construction (Datta et al. , 1977, Lu g tenberg and Van Alphen, 1983), or a a pore

olution propertie

of

12
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General Introduction

through which substances were transported (Sugawara and Nikaido. 1992) .
Genetic and biochemical analyses provided the basis for establishing a topological
profile of the protein (Morona et al., 1984 ). The model proposed for OmpA predict eight
N-terminal transmembrane segments followed by a long periplasmic C-terminal tail. No
transmembrane segment was proposed in the C-terminal region of the protein, because no
loop was identified to be exposed to surfactants in that region by bacteriophage mapping
and also because the C-terminal domain underwent complete digestion by exogenous
proteases in studies conducted with outer membranes and was completely protected in
studies conducted with intact cells (Schweizer et al., 1978) . An alternative topological
model for the protein was proposed according to the following three points (Stathopoulos,
1996): 1) Computer-aided predictions which were developed specifically to predict
topology of bacterial outer membrane porins, such as OmpC and OmpF . 2) Identified
equence homologies between OmpA and other peptidoglycan-associated proteins. 3)
Biochemical, immunochemical, and genetic topological data on proteins of the OmpA
family provided by numerou previous studies. In this model, this protein consists of a
single domain with sixteen transmembrane segments like OmpF porin structure. The latter
model is, however, little upported by the spectroscopic data of the protein solution in the
pre , ence of various kinds of surfactant (Sugawara, eta/., 1996) and the structural
propertie of the protein obtained in the present study as will be described in Chapter III.

Figure 1.4

Crystal structure of the N-terminal domain of OmpA determined by Pautsch and

Schultz (1998). The eight stranded ~-barrel of the protein is drawn in horizontal (upper panels) and
perpendicular (from cytoplasm to extracellular; lower panel) directions against a planar membrane
(not included). The upper panels show the view in the same topology. Ribbon diagram of the barrel

Very recently, the cry tallographic structure of only theN-terminal domain of the membrane
in the upper right panel shows that the long loops extrude to extracellular (top) and the short turns

protein was determined by PauL ch and Schultz ( 1998) . The structure i shown in Figure 1.4.
face to periplasmic space (down). In the upper left and lower panels, side chains of the domain and

This structure eems to upport the model by Morona et al. rather than the model by
water molecules (blue globules) are included.

Stathopoulos. However, the reported tructure may not deny the latter model completely
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since that of the other half of the protein, the C-terminal domain, has been still unknown .
This protein is known to be solubilized monomerically retaining some folded
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3) OmpA is known to be monomeric both in the folded and unfolded forms in th presence
of SDS (Reithmeier and Bragg, 1974, Nakamura and tvlizu hima, 1976). whil

many

structures in the pre ence of SDS at room temperature, while such structures are unfolded

membrane proteins associate to form their higher order structure in vivo and uch kind of

upon heating with boiling water for several minutes in the presence of the surfactant. This

the protein often associate even in the presence of surfactant or lipid ve icles.

property is called heat modifiability, which was observed as a unique behavior on

Additionally, OmpA is intere ting from the point of view that the

tructure or

polyacrylamide gel for some bacterial outer membrane proteins such as OmpA, OmpC and

solution properties of the membrane protein may be related to its unclear physiological

OmpF (Nakamura and Mizushima, 1976). That is, the mobility of this kind of proteins on

functions. In the present study, the conformational change between its non-heated form and

SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) changes upon heating, while such a

its heat modified one in the presence of SDS and/or OG is investigated in terms of its

change in the mobility cannot be shown in the case of most water-soluble globular proteins .

solution properties, hydrodynamic properties and kinetic aspects.

In this thesis the unfolded form of OmpA thus heat modified in the presence of SDS will be
referred to as h-OmpA. This conformational change is irreversible since the unfolded form
is kept by lowering temperature (Reithmeier and Bragg, 197 4 ). It was shown, however, that
the addition of excess amount of a nonionic surfactant, OG , to the h-OmpA fraction results

1.5

Scope of This Study
As described in the prev10u

section ( 1.1), the study for protein folding is a

m the restoration of the mobility of the non-heated OmpA fraction on SDS-PAGE

significant and urgent proposition. Although a huge number of studies in this field have

(Dornmair et al., 1990). This suggests that OmpA in the heat modified form can be refolded

been carried out all over the world, most of them are concerned with water-soluble globular

by the addition of excess amount of OG .

proteins and very limited knowledge i available a for membrane proteins. One rea on for

OmpA is considered to be a suitable example for studying the folding propertie of
membrane proteins for the following three rea ons;
1) Thi protein is generated abundantly in the outer membrane of Escherichia coli, and an

the bias originate from the difficulty in establishing experimental condition under which
membrane proteins unfold and refold reversibly.
This study was started to establish an approach for solving the folding problem

adequate amount of the protein can be prepared for phy ico-chemical experiments.

about a membrane protein from a foothold of the qualitative ob. ervation by Dornmair eta /.

2) The protein in the heat modified form in the presence of SDS is known to refold by the

(1990), in which the refolding of OmpA from its heat modified fom1 in the pre ence of SDS

addition of OG (Dornmair et al., 1990), sugge ting that a reversible conformational change

to its non-heated form was induced by the addition of an excess amount of OG. Purpose of

of the protein can be ob erved in the mixed surfactant solution of SDS and OG .

the present study is to establish an approach for understanding th e folding mechanism of the
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membrane protein from a physico-chemical point of view. The pre ent experimental sys tem ,

Chapter II

in which the refolding reaction of OmpA from the unfolded form to the folded one can be

SDS and OG
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Characterization of OmpA in Binary Surfactant System of

controlled by sys tematically varying the composition of the mixed surfactant system of SDS
and OG, is expected to afford advances in the understanding in a quantitative way.
Followino0 0oeneral introduction of Chapter I, spectroscopic properties of OmpA in
the non-heated form or the heat modified form in the presence of either SDS or OG , and
so lution properties of the protein during the conformational change between these forms in
the mixed surfactant system of SDS and OG will be described in Chapter II. The heat
modifiability of the protein will be accounted for in terms of hydrodynamic properties and
the re ults will give an account for the refolding phenomena of the protein induced by the
addition of OG. In order to obtain the structural information, OmpA in surfactant so lution s
was investigated through SAXS measurements to obtain the knowledge concerning the ize
and hape of the protein in the folded form under the solubilized condition . This will be
described in Chapter III. In Chapter IV, kinetic aspects of the conformational change of
OmpA in the mixed surfactant system will be described. The folding mechanism of the
protein under this condition will be brought to light from this kinetic knowledge. In Chapter
V, the foldino0 mechanism of the membrane protein in the mixed surfactant system will be
discussed with respect to the kinetic and thermodynamic insights. Thi is valuable since the
present

tudy i

concerned with the folding properties of a ~-type membrane protein.

2.1

Introduction
In order to understand solution properties of OmpA , especially detailed a pects of

tho se related with its conformational change, it is important to characterize the protein
interacting with amphiphiles in conditions relevant to the unfolding and refolding
phenomena. Such interactions between the protein and the amphiphiles can be referred to
the amount of surfac tant binding. OmpA sol ubilized in the binary surfactant sys tem of SDS
and OG is an object suitable for investigation of the change of interaction between the
membrane protein and amphiphiles, not only because the conformational change of
refolding can be observed accompanied with systematic addition of OG but also because
the amount of surfactant binding can be estimated experimentally. In this Chapter,
structural feature of OmpA in the non-heated form in the presence of either SDS or OG and
that in the heat modified form in the pres nee of SDS examined by CD measurements are
described in term s of pectro copic properties . Sub equently, propertie of both forms of
the protein at variou compo itions of the mixed surfactant so lutions examined by mean s of
dynamic light scattering and low angle laser light scatterin g photometry combined with size

Additionally, we will di sc u s how one can investigate the folding mechanism and the

excl usio n chromatography (SEC-LALLS ) are de cribed in

conformational tability of a membrane protein , in relation to the approach of solving the

hydrodynami c radiu s and amount of

fo lding problem about membrane proteins. Finally, conclusions and summary of the present

performed also for a few water-soluble proteins to compare th eir properties with those of

result will be given in Chapter VI.

OmpA in both form . Thi s content was mainly reported by Ohni shi eta /. ( 1998).
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urfactant binding. Similar experiments were
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Uppsala, Sweden).

Materials
Sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) was obtained from BDH (Anala R grade), and n-

octyl-~-D-glucoside

2.2.3

(OG) was from Dojindo Laboratories Inc. (Kumamoto, Japan). Bovine

SDS-Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis
All experiments for SDS-PAGE were carried out according to Weber-0 born'

serum albumin (BSA) was purchased from Armour Pharmaceutical, Co., and ovalbumin

method (Weber et al., 1972). Low ·m olecular weight calibration kit protein

(OVA) from ICN Pharn1aceuticals, Inc. Other chemicals were of reagent grade.

LKB Biotechnology, Upsala, Sweden) were employed as tandards.

2.2.2

2.2.4

OmpA Preparation
OmpA was isolated and purified from the outer membrane of Escherichia coli K-12 ,

(Pharmacia

Size Exclusion Chromatography Combined with Low Angle Laser Light Scattering

Photometry

TN£001 strain, which lacks OmpF, OmpC, and LamB proteins. Isolation of OmpA was

The mode of molecular assembly of a protein w surfactant solutions and the

performed mainly according to the procedure a reported by Van Alphen et a!. (1977). The

surfactant binding to the protein were studied by the size exclusion chromatography using a

preparation thus obtained was further purified by the use of hydroxyapatite chromatography

TSKgel G3000SW XL column (30 x 0.78 em ¢) with a TSK SW guard column (7 .5 x 0.75

technique according to the method of Watanabe et al. ( 1992). The fraction containing

em ¢) combined with three detectors , a low angle laser light cattering photometer (LS-

OmpA was applied to the hydroxyapatite column (20 x 2.5 em ¢) purchased from Mitsui-

8000), a UV spectrophotometer (UV-8010) and a differential refractometer (RI-8012)

Toatsu Chemicals Inc. (Tokyo, Japan) (this column is presently distributed from Koken Inc. ,

connected in this eries (Hayashi et al., 1989) . All these detectors were products of Tosoh

Tokyo , Japan). The OmpA fraction eluted at about 160 mM of the buffer concentration

Co. Ltd. (Tokyo, Japan) .

during the gradient from l 0 mM of odium phosphate buffer (N aPB, pH 6.9) containing

The output from each of the detectors can be expres ed as follows.

3.47 mM SDS to 500 mM of the same buffer. This fraction gave a single band of OmpA
1

upon SDS-PAGE.

(LS) = k (dn I de) N!c

[2.1 J

1

This purified OmpA fraction was heated in boiling water for 5 minutes to obtain
heat modified OmpA. OmpA (non-heated form) and h-OmpA thus prepared were

(UV)
(RI)

= k:.Ac

[2.2]

= k 3c( dn I de)

[2.3]

equilibrated again t buffer to be u ed for subsequent measurements by the use of a size
excl usion column of Sephacryl S-300 HR (30 x 1.5 em ¢, Pharmacia LKB Biotechnology.
Here , (LS), (U V), and (RI), are peak height , read rn m V on the recorder for the light
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scatteri ng photometer, the UV spec trophotometer, and the refractometer, respectively. In the

where 55 is the gram of urfactant bound to gram of the protein. Using th e r lation. one can

above eq uati ons, k 1 , k 2 , and k3 are instrumental constants for th e corresponding detectors,

calculate 55 according to the procedure described previou ly (Lundahl er a/ .. 1990). Th

dn/dc is the specific refractive index increment, c is the weight concentration of the protein,

value of (an/

M is the molar mas s of the protein , and A is the specific extinction coefficient. The values of

a cr)cs was mo

tly con tant for imple protein and \Va assumed to b 0.193

ml g' 1 (Hayashi et al., 1989). The value of (an/ a Cs)cp wa as umed to be 0.119 ml g·l in

A for BSA and OVA were adopted as 0.68 and 0.75 (I g· 1 cm-1), re pectively, and tho e for

the presence of SDS (Hayashi and Ikeda , 1980), and 0.138 ml g· 1 in the pre ence of OG
1

th e folded OmpA and the unfolded OmpA were determined to be 1.78 and 1.73 (l g· cm-

1

)

(Kameyama et al ., 1990).
by mean of quantitative amino acid analysi . The refractive index increment and th molar
All the proteins were solubilized and equilibrated against th e 50 mM

odium

mass of a protein can be expressed according to equations [2.1] , [2.2] and [2.3] as follows ,
phosphate buffer (pH 6.9) containing a defined composition of SDS and OG by the u e of
re pectively.
SEC with Sephacryl S-300 HR column (30 x 1.5 em ¢) . An appropriate volume of sample
solution ranging 50-500 J.ll with concentration of 11.0-35.0 ).lM of the proteins was applied
(RI)
k
R = A - - = 2(dn I de)
(UV)
k2

[2.4]

to the co lumn at a flow-rate of 0.3 ml min-1 • The temperature was kept at 25 °C. Mixed
urfactant solutions containing SDS and OG were prepared keeping SDS concentration

w = (U V) (LS)
A(Rl)

2

constant at 3.47 mM. The composition of this mixed surfactant system will be described as

= k,k'J. LV!
k~

[2 .5]

X 0 c, that is, the weight fraction of OG in the total surfactants. Exceptionally, the solution
denoted a Xoc= 1 contains 27.4 mM of OG and no SDS.

The specific refractive index increment determined for a protein in the presence of a
urfac tant is related to the amount of the surfactant bound to the protein. When the protein

2.2.5

Dynamic Light Scattering Photometry

solution is a three-component system compo ·eel of protein, surfactant and water the

Sample solutions (0.5-2.0 mg protein per ml) were prepared by equilibration against

refractiv e index increment for the solution at constant chemical potential for diffu ible

SO mM odium pho phate buffer (pH 6.9) containing defin ed compositions of SDS and OG

compo nents. (Jn I Jc) .u , can be expressed as

by gel filtration using the , ame column system as used in the SEC-LALLS meas urements .
The total concentration of the surfactants was adjusted to be just above th e critical micelle
[2.6]

concentration of the mixed surfactant system of SDS and OG (Kamcyama et a! ., 1997), so
as to prevent the presence of exces mixed micelles.
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Mutual diffu ion coefficients were meas ured with a dynamic cattering photometer,
DLS-700 (Otsuka Electronics Co. , Ltd. Hiraka ta , Japan) at 25 °C. Hydrodynamic radii, RH' ,
120.-~~~~~~~~

of the complexes between surfactant and protein were calculated according to the Ei nstein-

Ot----------
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Stoke 'formula (equation [2.7]).
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cJ'
[2.7]
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Here, D is the self diffusion coefficient which is assumed to be equal to the m utual one for

-14000

-80
dilute solutions, and k8 , T and 77 are the Boltzmann's constant, the absolute temperature and
the visco ity of the solvent, respectively. The olvent viscosity was assumed to be equal to
the viscosity of water at the same temperature.
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Figure 2.1 CD spectra in the near (A) and far (B) UV regions for OmpA in the non-heated form in
the presence of either 3.47 mM SDS (•) or 27.4 mM OG (.A ) and for OmpA in the heat modified

2.2.6

CD Measurements

form in the presence of 3.47 mM SDS (e ) all at 25 °C. Protein concentrations were 7.7-12.0 J..LM

CD spectra of the proteins were taken on J -720 (J as co, Tokyo, Japan) using a

for the far UV region, and 17.2-21 .7 J..LM for the near UV region.

cuvette with 1 mm and that with 1 em of light path lengths for far UV region (205-250 nm)
and for near UV region (250-320 nm), respectively. Protein concentrations were 7 .7-12.0
~M

for far UV region , and 17.2-21.7 !J.M for near UV region. The temperature of the cell s

was controlled at 25 °C by the u e of a thermostat bath.

2.3
2.3.1

Resu lts
CD pectra of OmpA
Figure 2.1

hows CD pectra in near (2 50-340 nm) and far UV (205 -250 nm)
24
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regions for OmpA in the non-heated form in the presence of either SDS or OG and for the

1

protein in the heat modified form (h-OmpA) in the presence of SDS. The far UV CD spectra
of both SDS and OG solutions of the non-heated form OmpA are similar to those for typical
~-structures

with a trough around at 215 nm. This indicates that OmpA is solubilized with a

folded form containing a significant amount of ~-structure in the presence of either SDS or

2

3

4

5

7.

6

8

9 10 11 12

--

......

OG . The near UV CD spectra assure that the folded form retains tertiary contacts of
aromatic residues of the protein. The far UV CD spectrum of h-OmpA is characteristic of exhelices with negative maxima around at 208 nm and 220 nm (Reithmeier and Bragg , 1977),
which are commonly ob erved for water-soluble globular proteins denatured in the presence
of SDS (Waterhous and Johnson, 1994). The near UV CD spectrum is characteristic of
unfolded proteins which have no tertiary contacts of the aromatic residues. These spectra
suggest that OmpA denatures upon heating in the presence of SDS to an unfolded form
Figure 2.2

containing some ex-helical structures.

SDS-PAGE diagram of h-OmpA (lane 3-12) kept in various compositions of the mixed

surfactant system of SDS and OG. The compositions of the mixed surfactant system were 0, 0.37,

2.3.2

0.45, 0.55, 0.61, 0.69, 0.72, 0.79, 0.84, 0.92 of X 00 for lanes from 3 to 12, respectively. Standard

Hydrodynamic Properties

proteins on lane 1 were phosphorylase b (94 K), bovine serum albumin (64 K), ovalbumin (43 K),

OmpA and h-OmpA kept in various compositions of the mixed surfactant system of
carbonic anhydrase (30 K), trypsin inhibitor (20.1 K), ex-lactalbumin (14.4 K), respectively (top to

SDS and OG were analyzed by SDS-PAGE using 10% (w/v) of polyacrylamide gel. Figure
bottom). The single band on lane 2 is OmpA in the non-heated form.

2.2

how. an electrophoretic diagram thus obtained . OmpA solubilized in the neat SDS

solution migrated, giving a

ingle band at the position of 29 K (lane 2), and h-OmpA

olubilized on the same condition migrated at the position of 35 K (lane 3). By the addition
of OG , this heat modified protein restored its rnobility. Thi is consi tent with the previous
work by Dornmair et a!. ( 1990). In the present experiment, the restoration of the mobility
wa observed at X 0 G above around 0.7 (lane 4-12).
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This change in the apparent size of the membrane protein was also observed as that
of retention time in SEC which is correlated with that in its hydrodynamic volume (Fish et

al., 1970). Figure 2.3 shows the retention times of OmpA and h-OmpA at various
compositions of the mixed surfactant system, X 00 . Typical elution patterns of OmpA at
X 00=0 detected by the UV spectrophotometer, the refractometer and the light scattering

photometer, are shown in the inset. All the detectors gave single peaks of the protein under
this condition, and gave also single peaks both of OmpA and h-OmpA at the other
compositions. It can be seen that up to 0.7 of X 00 , h-OmpA was eluted in advance of OmpA.
Above the composition, no difference in elution behavior is observed between them. This
suggests that the hydrodynamic volume of OmpA increased on heating is almost kept in the
former range of X 00 , and that the protein restores the hydrodynamic size to that of nonheated form in the latter range. The retention time of OmpA in the presence of OG only is

0.0

significantly larger than those at the other compositions containing the respective fractions

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

Xoa

of SDS. This may be ascribed to ionic interactions between the OmpA-surfactant complexes
and the column material. Namely, the electrostatic charge of the complex containing SDS
changes with the population of the surfactant, since SDS is an anionic surfactant. Elution of

Figure 2.3

Changes in retention time for OmpA ( ) and h-OmpA (• ) in the size exclusion

such a negatively-charged solute is accelerated due to the ionic exclusion effect in such a

chromatography with composition of the mixed surfactant system of SDS and OG. Typical elution

column as TSKgel G3000SW XL where the supporting material contains negative charges

patterns of OmpA at Xoc_y=O detected by UV ( - - ), RI ( - - ) and LALLS ( - - ) are

(Tarvers and Church, 1985). In this context, the retention time at X 00 = 1 may give the

shown in the inset. A TSK-gel G3000 SWXL column (30 x 0.78 em (J) with a TSK SW guard

correct hydrodynamic volume of the protein-surfactant complex.

column (7.5 x 0.75 em (J) was employed and the flow rate was 0.3 rnl min·1•

The hydrodynamic radii of the protein-surfactant complexes for OmpA and hOmpA were obtained through DLS measurement and are plotted against X 00 in Figure 2.4.
In the neat SDS olution, the RH of OmpA increases from 37.3 ± 2.1 to 4 7.0 ± 1.6
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tud y by Reithm ier and Bragg

( 1977 ), although the values obtained in the present tud y are smaller than their \·a lues which
were estimated by gel filtration with reference to water- oluble protein

a-

tandard

materials. The RH of h-OmpA decreases at around X 0 c of 0.6-0.7 in a cooperative manner to
become identical with that of OmpA , 38.8
~

o<(
.....__.,

± 2.6 A,

within experimental enor.

The RH 's for BSA in a surfactant-free aqueous solution and in the pre ence of SDS

(/)

.2
"'0

were determined to be 34.0

!

e

.S2

!

E

~

c:

>...

"'0
0
I-;
"'0

3)

0.0

!

!

>...

....c:

0.2

0.4

± 1.3 A and

60.8

± 2.0 A,

respectivel y. The fon11er is consistent

with tho e reported by Tan ford et al. (1974) and Tarvers and Church (1985). The R 11 of the

!

I !

0 .6

0.8

XoG

SDS-denatured BSA with intact disulfide bonds obtained in this study i
mailer than the value, 78

1.0

•

no surfactant

A,

con i tently

reported by Tanford et a!. (197 4) for the SDS-denatured BSA

without the bond . The RH of BSA in the OG solution wa identical with that of BSA in the
absence of surfactant (not shown in Figure 2.4 ). This is con is tent with the observation that
BSA scarcely binds OG (Lundahl et al., 1990).

Figure 2.4

The hydrodynamic radii of the protein s (OmpA (• ), h-OmpA (•) , and BSA (L-.)) in

the mixed

urfactant sy tern of SDS and OG. These values were calculated from the diffusion

2.3.3

Molar Masses of the Proteins
The molar rna

of a protein can be determined by application of the outputs of the

coefficient which were obtained through the dynamic light scattering mea urements . Error bars are

three detector to equation [2.5] . The value of Win the equation is proportional to the molar

the tandard deviations of the measurements for each protein.

mas ( ee Materials and Methods). The values obtained for OmpA and h-OmpA are plotted
in Figure 2.5 against the weight fraction of OG in the mixed surfactant system. We ee that
th e molar mas ses of OmpA and h-OmpA are almost the sa me and substantially invariant
with Xoc· Cl ea rly neither OmpA nor h-OmpA shows a soc iation despite th e change of
surfactant composition. Thus, the conformational change of the membrane protein be tw een
the non-heated and heat modified form i accompanied with virtually no change in th e
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2.3.4

Amount of Surfactant Binding
The value of R in equation [2.4] was measured for BSA, OVA, OmpA and h-OmpA

1. 0 .----.-----....--,---r----.----.-------,--.....---....,.,--.---

and plotted in Figure 2.6 against the weight fraction of OG in the mixed urfactant y tern.
For X 0 c up to 0.6, the line for h-OmpA is above that for OmpA. The two lines approach

0.9

C"l<C
Q

~

~

>

~

O. ~J

e

.

•

•

•

•

•• . .. . . . .• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .i . . . . . .. : ... ...
~

with each other with increasing X 0 c, converging to almost identical values above X 0 c=0. 7 .
Thu , the specific refractive index increment of h-OmpA is significantly larger than that of
~~

OmpA in the range of X 0 c below 0.6, but there is no significant difference between them

•

0.7t-

'---"

•

5

'---" 0.6 t-

above that.
The amounts of surfactant bound to proteins at X 0 c=O and l were calculated

0.5L--~--L-~-~--~-~~~-~-~-~-~

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

k, .

1. 0

.

according to equation [2.6], and shown in Table 2.1. The necessary value o f· -=- m equatiOn
k2

XaG

[2.4] was determined with (dn/dcr)=0.376 ml g· 1 for BSA (Kameyama et al., 1982). The
amounts bound to BSA and OVA thus determined are in agreement with those reported
previously (Lundahl et al., 1990, Takagi et al., 1975). The amount of SDS bound to OmpA
is seen to increa e upon heating from 1.8 gram to 2.3 gram per 1 gram of the protein. These
Figure 2.5

The values of W { =(LS)(UV)/(RI/ A} in the equation [2.5] for OmpA

C• ) and h-OmpA

(•) measured at various campo itions of the mixed urfactant system of SDS and OG. T he W is

results are consi tent with those reported by Reithmeier and Bragg ( 1977). On the other
hand , the amount of OG bound to OmpA is the same as that to h-OmpA , ugge ting that

proportional to the molar mass of the protein.

heat modified OmpA refolds to the non-heated form in terms of amount of surfactant
binding by the addition of OG .
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Conformations of OmpA in the Pre ence of Surfactant

conformational changes in the mixed surfactant sy tern. This section discu e

th

thre

-.'?':
..•

states of OmpA, i.e., in the non-heated form in the pre ence of SDS, in the pre ence of OG

>
A

Discussion

We have tudied three tates of OmpA in the presence of either SDS or OG and

~

~

ChJrac tc nz:lllon of Omp.-\ 1n BrnJr~ Surtactant S~ stt:rn of SDS anJ OG

0.3

and in the heat modified form, h-OmpA , in the presence of SDS. The hydrodynamic radius

~ 0.2
II

of h-OmpA was larger than those of OmpA in the forded fonns, while the molar rna e of

~

0· 1o·L,
. o---'---o:l--:.2~___._-----fo.--:-4_.......___--::oL::.s---'---:of-:.s::-----'------:,_o

Figure 2 .6

Changes in refractive index increment for the proteins (BSA (6), OVA (" :;/), OmpA

the protein in the non-heated and heat-modified states were e sentially the same. Thi
indicates that OmpA denatures upon heating in the presence of SDS. The far and near UV
CD spectra in Figure 2.1 support this. Addition of OG resulted in the refolding of the

(• ) and h-OmpA C•)) with the composition of the mixed surfactant system of SDS and OG. The
value of R {=A (RI)/(UV)} in equation [2.4] is proportional to the refractive index increment of the

protein from the heat modified form to the non-heated form in terms of the mobility on
PAGE and the hydrodynamic radiu .

prot in.

The folded form

of OmpA at Xoc=O and 1 were very similar in terms of the

hydrodynamic volume, the molar mass and the mobility on PAGE. The near and far UV CD

Table 2 . 1

Amounts of SDS and OG bound to proteins in the presence of either SDS or OG

identical to those m the presence of OG. Thi

is consi tent with the ob ervation by

8 SDS

80G~

OmpA

1.8

1.6

h-OmpA

2.3

1.6

is not identical with that in lipid vesicle . This difference in the spectra may be generated

BSA

1.5

0.2

from a minor structural change in such flexible regions as loops in the protein, since

OVA

1.4

0.1

hydrodynamic properties were very similar between them.

I

1

spectra of OmpA m the non-heated forn1 in the presence of SDS were, however, not

Gram of SDS per gram of protein for 50 mM of

Sugawara et al. ( 1996), who found that the CD spectrum of OmpA in the presence of SDS

aPB (pH 6.9) containing 3.47 mM SDS solely.

~ Gram o f OG per gram o f protein for the same buffer containing 27.4 l.l'L.\1 OG solely.

2.4.2

"Heat-Modifiability' of OmpA on SDS-PAGE
Some of Escherichia coli outer membrane protein change their mobilitie · on SDS-
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PAGE upon heating. Thi s is ca ll ed .. heat modifiability" in general. Thi s feature is commonly

protein.

observed for proteins whic h are not denatured without heating in the pre sence of SDS.

conformational change to the change in interaction between the protein and the amp hiphiles.

Porins suc h as OmpF and OmpC are known to increase their mobilitie

examined in terms of that in the amount of its surfactant binding.

upon heating

(Naka mura and Mizushima, 1976). This heat modifiability of porins can be a cribed to
di ssoc iation of their trimeric structures into monomeric ones.

We

have

foc u ed

attention

in

making

clear

the

correspondence

of the

While the amount of the surfactant binding wa determined u ing equation [2.6] in
the pre ence of either SDS or OG , things are not so simple in the mixed urfactant sy tern

OmpA is also one of uch heat modifiable proteins. Thi s protein solubilized in the

containing both SDS and OG that estimation of the amount of mixed surfactant i difficult.

presence of SDS decreases its mobility on SDS-PAGE upon heating. The present result

For instance, composition of the mixed surfactants bound to a protein is not always equal to

shows that the molar mass of the protein does not change upon heating. This indicate that

the prepared mixed surfactant composition owing to the difference of the ability for micelle

the decrea e in the mobility is not due to association. The heat modifiability of OmpA is

formation between the two surfactants. Actually, the composition of mixed surfactant

also related to frictional and electrostatic properties of the complex between the protein and

micelles of SDS and OG wa

SDS. The hydrodynamic radius of the complex formed between OmpA in the non-heated

(Kameyama et al.; 1997). Nevertheless, one can roughly evaluate the change in amount of

form and SDS was shown to increase upon heating through the DLS measurement. This

the surfactant binding through the ordinate R values in Figure 2.6 that are proportional to the

increases friction to retard the electrophoretic migration of the protein. On the other hand,

refractive index increment . Since water-soluble proteins such as BSA and OVA scarcely

SEC-LALLS measurements made clear that the amount of SDS bound to OmpA was

bind OG, the ordinate value for protein moiety is expected to be about 0.28 for all the

increased by heating . This increase in anionic charge can promote the migration. In practice,

proteins involved . The increment above that value may be taken a a measure of surfactant

however, thi s electrostatic effect for forward migration is overcome by the above frictional

binding. The values for BSA and OVA are on the same line, indicating that the amount of

effec t for the retardation , and consequently this membrane protein decreases its mobility

surfactant binding progressively decrease with the addition of OG in the same manner. The

upon heating.

lines for OmpA and h-OmpA are definitely above the line for BSA and OVA. This show

found to be different from the prepared compo ition

that OmpA as expected for a membrane protein ha higher affinity to both of the urfactants.
2.4.3

Amount of Surfactant Binding to Protein
In the present s tudy, solution properties of OmpA in the non-heated form and the

Notably the line for h-O mpA is roughly in parallel with that for BSA and OVA.
share the feature that they are flat and then descend progres ively. Thi

The ~ e

lines

feature may be

h at modified form in the mixed surfactant solutions of SDS and OG have been studied. The

interpreted as follows: 1) the protein polypeptides are unfolded and maximally bind SDS; 2)

observed changes will be discussed with reference to the conforn1ational changes of the

the bound SDS is progre sively replaced by OG, and th e clu ter of bound surfactant
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as ·umes a nature of mixed micelle : 3) with a decrease in the charge den ity on the cluster.

nece. sarily equal to the nom inal compo ition in the. olution. 850 _ and 80 c cannot be simp !:;,

the protein polypeptide refolds to the non-heated tate; 4) in the folded

tate, OG binds

determined. Kronberg eta/. ( 1986) estimated the amount of bound urfactants on the surface

significantly to OmpA but scarcely to BSA or OVA. OmpA retains the folded structure in

of polystyrene latex in an anionic and non ionic surfactant mixed sy tern containing SO and

the presence of SDS unless being heated , and bind less amount of SDS than h-OmpA. Thi

nonylphenol dec a (oxyethylene glycol) monoether. They a umed that the composition of

property of OmpA seems responsible for the R versus X oG curve with a unique feature a

the bound surfactants is equal to that of the coexisting micelles. The same situation was aL o

shown in Figure 2.6.

assumed here. Kameyama et aL. ( 1997) estimated th e composition of the mic lles in the

The observation shown in this figure and the interpretation described above

binary urfactant system through surface tentiometry, which corresponds to the ratio of 8505

illustrate that such a simple approach for following the change in the specific refractive

to DoG under this assumption. Knowledge of this ratio with equation [2.8] allows

index increment with the composition of the mixed surfactant solution is efficient to sketch

determination of the surfactant binding.

out the feature of interaction of a protein in the binary surfactant system. We further
examine the interactions of OmpA and h-OmpA with SDS and OG in the following section.

The amounts of bound SDS and OG thus evaluated are plotted again t the weight
ratio of SDS to OG used in the preparation of the sample solution in Figure 2.7. In panel A,
the amount of SDS bound to h-OmpA decrea es monotonously with the addition of OG.

2.4.4

Effect of Each of the Surfactants on the Conformational Change of OmpA in the

Mixed Surfactant System of SDS and OG

Thi i also the case for the water-soluble proteins , BSA and OVA. The amount of SDS
bound to OmpA i significantly less than that bound to h-OmpA up to 0.6 of X0 G where the

Each amount of SDS and OG bound to the protein can be related to the refractive

lines for these two merge. This again indicates that the mode of binding of SDS to OmpA

index increment of the complex formed among SDS, OG and the protein in a solution

differs from that to h-OmpA; the latter behaves rather similarly to the water-soluble

containing the three components by the following equation.

proteins.
On the contrary, in panel B of Figure 2.7 , no difference i observed between OmpA
[2.8]

and h-OmpA in the mode of binding of OG over the entire range of XoG· A. shown in
Figure 2.6, h-OmpA ha higher capacity for SDS binding, so that SDS is olely respon si ble

Here ,

~c;;n.

and DoG arc the gram

of bound SDS and OG per gram of the protein,

for the difference between OmpA and h-OmpA observed in panel A. We may therefore

respectively. Subscripts SDS and OG indicate that the values are associated with the

draw the following conclusion on the conformational change of OmpA in the mix ed

corresponding surfactant . Because the composition of the bound

surfactant. ystem of SDS and OG: The unfolded ··heat modified"' state is attributed to the
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influence of SDS , which is accele rated by heating. The den a turati o n o f the membrane
protein by SDS may be so slow that OmpA in the non-heated form r tain
structure unless being heated. Upon unfolding by heat treatment. part

2.5

2.5

A

2.0

2.0

(f) 1 .5

polypeptide are exposed to pro v ide additional binding s ites. The e site

B

•

. - ~

(f)

v

uo 1.0

•

\7

0.5

·-o

uo
\

,.I\,
~.; '

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

water-soluble globular protein in the binary surfactant

•

tudy of a

ystem of SDS and OG; unfolded

ribonuclease A in the presence of SDS was shown to refold by the addition of OG in the

. \.

\

similar manner (Kameyama et al ., unpublished data) .

.6. .

. \ ;<'

v· .\
0.2

subsequent refolding. This is supported by the result from another refolding

0.5

\

..

0.~.0

have significantly

SDS through formation of mixed micelle, thereby leading to the loss of uch ite and the

•

0

"~•

" -6

of the OmpA

higher affinity to SDS than to OG. The addition of OG decrea e the denaturing activity of

01.5

0

the fo lded

r.o

0.

0.4

XoG

0.6

0.8

1.0

XoG

OmpA in the non-heated form in the presence of SDS i

suggested to retain it

apparent folded structure owmg to the extremely low denaturing rate by the SDS. This
denaturing reaction mu t be accelerated by heating. The kinetic tudy of the conformational
change of OmpA in the mixed surfactant system, de cribed in Chapter IV, will give result

Figure 2.7

The amounts of SDS (A) and OG (B) bound to the proteins (BSA (6), OVA (\7 ),

supporting this idea.

OmpA (• ) and h-OmpA (•)) in the mixed surfactant system of SDS and OG calculated from the
equation [2 .8] on the a umption that the compositions of bound surfactant to the proteins are the
arne a those of the mixed micelles in the solution . The composition s of the mixed micelles of
SDS and OG were estimated from the data of Kameyama et of. ( 1997).
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(SAXS) method is also important for characterizing the membrane protein in surfactant
solutions. This chapter i concerned with the ize and shap

tudied by SAXS on OmpA in

the pre ence of SDS or OG.

3.1

Membrane protein

Introduction
Structural information of a protein 1s very helpful in understanding its folding

are

ometimes denatured in the pre ence of urfactant upon

their solubilization. However, OmpA in the

olubilized form in the presence of

DS

have been studied for water-soluble globular proteins

maintains some folded structure which can be detected by mean of spectra copic method

through spectra copic methods to propose some plausible folding schemes of the protein

such as CD, intrin ic fluorescence , and o on. It should be noted that the tructure und r thi

molecules. In this context, structural information of such a protein in its native state is

condition is reported not to be identical with that in lipid vesicle (Sugawara et al., 1996).

usually obtained from the X -ray crystallographic analyses, and is also helpful to the

The difference in the protein structure does not seem sionificant
in its essential foldino0
0

understanding of biological activities in vivo . However, a small number of crystal structures

properties. In fact, the spectra copic data obtained in the pre ent tudy how that the CD

have been determined for membrane proteins. OmpA, one of the well studied membrane

spectrum of OmpA in a SDS solution convert reversibly to that in an OG solution, resulting

proteins, is considered to be a nice example for studying the folding propertie as de cribed

in only a small difference between these spectra in the near (250-300 nm) and far UV (205-

in Chapter I, but its 3-demensional structure has not been determined except for the

250 nm) regions (Figure 2.1) . Thi suggests that the small difference may be generated from

tran membrane N-terminal domain of the protein (Pautsch and Schultz, 1998). Two

a minor structural change in such flexible regions as loops in the protein. The trivial

topological models for OmpA were proposed by Morona et al . ( 1984) and by Stathopoulo

difference in the structure is hence, not critical for considering the basic folding tructure of

( 1996). In the former model, this protein has eight anti-parallel ~-strands in the

the protein.

mechanism. Folding propertie

tran membrane N-terminal domain and the rest of the protein is considered to forn1 an extramembran domain which wa speculated to be exposed in periplasmic space. In the latter
modeL this protein has ixteen tran membrane segments consisting of fifteen anti-parallel ~trancls to form a ~- he t and one h lix. Some spectroscopic data (Sugawara et al., 1996)

OmpA olubilized in the pre ence of a surfactant, SDS or OG, form a complex
with the urfactant molecules. In thi study, the properties of the complex of OmpA with
SDS (OmpA/SDS) and that with OG (OmpA/OG) a well a its heat modified form in the
presence of SDS (h-OmpA/SDS) were studied by means of SAXS mea urement. The SAXS
method is very useful for analyzing both overall tructures and their conformational changes

and the X-ray crystallographic analysi of the N-terminal half of the protein (Paut ch and
of prot ins in solution in terms of structural parameters uch as the radiu of gyration and
Schultz, 1998)

eem to

upport the former model. Besides such spectroscopic and
the eli tance distribution function. The SAXS measurements were also made on some water-

cry tallographic knowledge, structural information obtained by mall angle X-ray scattering
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soluble proteins, OVA and ribonuclea e A (RNaseA) , in the present of SDS a reference to

OVA fr om hen egg white and RNaseA from bovine pancreas were purcha 'ed from

the complexes formed between the membrane protein and surfactant . In thi s chapter, the

Seikagaku Corporation (Tokyo, Japan) and Sigma Co. Ltd. (St. Loui ' , U.S .A. ), respectively.

size and shape of the complexes are examined with the SAXS results together with the

These protein

hydrodynamic properties determined from DLS measurements and the amount of urfactant

unfolded conformations lacking their di ulfide link , according to the following procedure.

binding from LALLS measurements described in Chapter II, to afford quantitative structural

Each protein was di solved at 250

propertie for the overall structure of the membrane protein solubilized in the presence of

containing 8M urea, 1 mM EDTA and dithiothreitol with molar concentration of 15 times

the surfactant. Our discussion refers to which of the models proposed by Morona et al.

against that of disulfide linkages in the protein solution. After tirring the mixture for 90

(1984) and by Stathopoulos (1996) is more reasonable for OmpA.

minutes at room temperature, the resulted sulfhydryl group

were reduced and carboxyamidomethylated to attain their completely

~M

in 50 ml of 0.2 M Tri -acetate buffer (pH 8.0)

( -SH) were carboxyamide-

methylated by the addition of 0.68 g of monoiodoacetatamide. The pH of the mixture was
adju ted to 8.2 by the addition of 1 M aqueous sodium hydride and kept at room

3.2
3.2.1

Materials and Methods

temperature for 60 minutes with stirring. The resulted solution was dialyzed against

Chemicals

deionized water at room temperature for removing urea and salts to obtain white

Sodium dodecyl ulfate (SDS) was obtained from BDH (Anala R grade) , and n-

precipitation. This precipitation was resolubilized upon dialy is against 0.05 M acetic acid.

octyl-~-o-glucoside (OG) was from Dojindo Laboratories Inc. (Kumamoto, Japan). Other

Insoluble components in the resulted solution were removed by centrifugation and the

chemical were of reagent grade.

supernatant was lyophilized to obtain the reduced-carboxyamidomethylated (RCAM) watersoluble proteins. RCAM-OVA and RCAM-RNaseA thus obtained were olubilized in the

3.2.2

presence of SDS and equilibrated as in the case of OmpA/SDS to obtain RCAM-OVA/SDS

Sample Preparation
OmpA was isolated from Escherichia coli K-12 strain according to the procedure

and RCAM-RNa eA/SDS solutions with protein concentrations of about 250

~M.

de cribed in ection 2.2.2. The OmpA fraction thus obtained was equilibrated through size
exclu ion chromatography against 50 mM NaPB (pH 6.9) containing 1.5 mM SDS or 22
mM OG to obtain OmpA olutions with the protein concentrations of about around 75-95
~M.

Heat modified OmpA was a! o equilibrated against 50 mM NaPB (pH 6.9) con taining

1.5 mM SDS to obtain h-OmpA/SDS complex.

44

3.2.3

Mea urements of Small Angle X-ray Scattering
The X-ray source was a 0.4 X 8 mm spot on the copper anode of a Philips fine-focu s

X-ray tube , which was operated at 40 kV, 45mA with a Rigaku sealed type X-ray generator.
Line focus geometry with a single mirror focusing optics \vas u ed to obtain sufficiently
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intense scattered X-rays. Scattered X-ray intensities were recorded in a scattering-angle
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concentrations.

ran ge from 3.0 X 10·3 to 7.7 X 10·2 radian with a one dimensional position sensitive

The radius of gyration, Rg, and the zero-angle scattering intensity, 1(0), were derived

proportional counter at a sample-to-detector distance of 297.5 mm. the primary X -ray beam

by a least-squares procedure from a best-fit straight line of the Guinier plot of scattering

being introduced at the center of the counter. The effective width of the counter (50 mm)

intensity data according to the following equation.
lnl(q)=lnl(O)-R:q ~ /3

was divided into 512 channels with a multi-channel analyzer. The X-ray path from a sample

[3 .1 J

holder to the counter was evaluated to avoid scattering and adsorption by air. Sample

Where q is the magnitude of the scattering vector defined by q = 4TrSin(8/A), where 28 and A

solutions and their reference buffer solutions were sucked into a thin-walled quartz capillary

being the scattering angle and the wavelength of X-rays (A= 1.5418 A). The pair-distance

(l.O mm ¢).The temperature was regulated to 25

oc by the use of a thermostat bath.

Eight

distribution function, P(r), was calculated by the Fourier transform of the scattering profile,

successive measurements were made for each solution with an exposure time for 8000 per

J(q), to facilitate understanding structural features, including internal structure, of proteins in

measurement. The resulting data were collected after inspection for X-ray radiation damage

solution.

to the solution and the existence of instrumental artifacts.

CXJ

P(r)=

3.2.4

Analysis of Small Angle X-ray Scattering Data
The scattering intensities recorded on both sides of a primary beam were averaged

at equivalent points after subtracting the background intensities. The subtraction was
performed with a scale factor of 1.02 applied to the back ground intensities to obtain the

~ ji(q)qrsin(qr)dq
2n O

[3.2]

This function provides the probability density finding a pair of volume elements separated
in a distance of r, weighted with respective excess-electron densities, and therefore
estimates the maximum particle dimension,

Dmax>

defined as the distance where the P(r)

finally reaches zero.

scattering intensities from the net protein solution. The position of the primary bemn (zero
angle) wa determined to the 296th channel so as to minimize the reliability factor, R,Y"~' of
the scattering intensities at equivalent points on both sides of the zero angle. The blind

3.3

region, in which accurate intensities cannot be obtained due to the obstacle by the beam

3.3.1

stopper, was determined to be at the 296th

±

Results
Profile of Scattering Intensity

10 channels. The slit-smearing effect was

Figure 3.1A shows the SAXS profiles for the complexes of RCAM-OVA with SDS.

corrected by the method of Glatter (Pilz et al., 1979). The interparticle interference effects

RCAM-OVA/SDS and RCAM-RNaseA/SDS. These two water-soluble protein complexes

th at appear in the smaller angle scattering region were negligible for all so luti ons with low

show similar profiles with subsidiary maxima around q=0.17
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ob erved in the complex of RCAM-BSA with SDS (Shinagawa eta!., 1994 ). This sugge ts
that these proteins in the pre ence of SDS have a common structural feature. In fact. a

-§

~6000

shown in Figure 3.1B, the cattering profile for h-OmpA/SDS also has a similar maximum
around q=0.17

A·

1

•

~
u 4000

These re ults clearly indicate that the structure of h-OmpA/SDS is

§

imilar to those of unfolded water-soluble proteins in the pre ence of SDS. In contrast, as

0

u 2000

'-"

shown in Figure 3.1B, the SAXS profile of OmpA/OG is remarkably different from those of
OmpA/SDS and h-OmpA/SDS. It has no subsidiary maximum around q=0 .17

A-

1
•

:§:
~

In other

0
0.00

words, the structure of OmpA in OG solution is significantly different from that in SDS

0.05

0.10

--

3000

1998), the difference in /(0) can be ascribed to that in average electron density among the

.-a

2000

protein-surfactant complexes.

t=
;::::$

...-..

It should be noted that /(0) for OmpA/OG i stronger than that for OmpA/SDS.
Since the molar mass of OmpA does not change in these surfactant solutions (Ohnishi et al. ,

~

Figure 3.2 shows Guinier plots for OmpA/SDS, h-OmpA/SDS and OmpA/OG. The

gives a linear relation between ln I(q) and q

,

could not be spec ified. The fact that Rg of h-

0
0.00

0.05

0.10

0.15

0.20

0.25

0.30

0.35

q <A.-I)

radii of the complexe obtained from these Guinier plot are summarized in Table 3.1. For

2

0.35

1000

~
~

the water-soluble proteins, the radii were not determin ed because the Guinier region, which

0.30

1/)

0

Guinier Plot and Rad iu of Gyration

0.25

B

I

u
..._.,.
3.3.2

0.20

q CA-l)

olution. This may be consistent with the spectroscopic data described in Chapter II (Figure
2.1) and those in the study by Sugawara et al.(l996) .

0.15

Figure 3.1 (A) SAXS profiles for the complexes formed between SDS and water soluble proteins;
RCAM-OVA ( - - ), RCAM-RNaseA ( - - ). (B) SAXS profiles for the complexes formed

OmpA/SDS is sig nifi ca ntly large r than that of OmpA/SDS indicates that the protein is

between surfactants and OmpA; OmpA/SDS ( - - ), h-OmpA/SDS ( - - ), OmpA/OG

extended upon heating in the presence of SDS. On the other hand , Rg of OmpA/OG is much

( - - ). Experiments were performed at 25°C with 50 mM NaPB (pH 6.9) containing 1.7 mM

lager than that of OmpA/SDS, s uggest in g that the hape of th e protein in the presence of

SDS or 22mM OG.

-+8
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3.3.3

Pair-Distance Distribution Function
In order to evaluate further detailed aspects concerning the size and shape of the

complexes of the proteins with the surfactants, the pair-distance distribution functions, P(r),
for these five complexes were calculated according to equation [3.2]. The profiles are
shown in Figure 3.3. The P(r) curve for h-OmpA/SDS is similar to those for the water-

6.8
0.0005

soluble protein complexes used as the reference proteins and significantly differs from those

0.0010

q2
for OmpA/SDS and OmpA/OG. This difference is also reflected in the

Dm::~x

0.0015

0.0020

CA- 2)

values
Figure 3.2

estimated from P(r). Two points may be made from the P(r) profiles: 1) The structure of
OmpA in the heat modified form in the presence of SDS is similar to that of the water-

(.

Guinier plots for the complexes between OmpA an d the surfactants. The symbols are

) for OmpNSDS, (e) for h-OmpNSDS and ( A ) for OmpNOG. Line are determined by the

least-squares procedure.

soluble proteins denatured in the presence of SDS. 2) Since the P(r) profiles for OmpA/SDS
and OmpA/OG differ, the overall structure of OmpA in the non-heated form changes

Table 3.1

depending on the kind of surfactant used for the solubilization.

surfactants

3.4
3.4.1

Discussion
Structure of OmpA in the Heat Modified Form in the Presence of SDS
A de cribed in the previous chapter, the heat modifiability of OmpA is observed

Statistical and hydrodynamic parameters of the comp lexes between OmpA and

h-OmpA/SDS

47.0 A

36.5 A

55 A

OmpNSDS

37.3 A

31.1 A

69 A

OmpNOG

38.8 A

37 .9 A

31.24 A

l. 22 X 10 5

A_
;

85 A

Obtained from DLS measurements as described in Chapter II (Ohnishi et al. , 1998).
Obtained from Guinier plot in Figure 3.2 and equation [3.1].

due to the conformational chang of the protein induced by the denaturing activity of SDS,
of which very low reaction rate at room temperature is accelerated upon heating (Ohnishi
et al., 1998). The structure of OmpA in the heat modified form is, therefore , considered to

Obtained from SA S measurements (Kameyama eta/., unpublished data)
1

Obtained using the partial specific volume for OmpA polypeptide, 0.72 ml g· • the partial
specific volume of OG, 0.86 ml g· 1 (Kameyama and Takagi, 1990) and the amount of OG
bound to OmpA, 1.6 grams per gram of protein as described in Chapter II (Ohnishi et al.,

be similar to tho e of water- oluble proteins denatured in the pre ence of SDS . Thi s is

1998).
Obtained from P(r) function profiles in Figure 3.3.

so
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upported by the similarity in the scattering in ten . ity profile hown in Figure 3.1 A and : . l B
and in the P(r) function

hown in Figure 3.3. That i , the

hap

of OmpA in the h at

modified form is similar to the shapes of water-soluble protein complexes. Thi - is further

15
supported from the spectroscopic study that CD spectrum in far UV region for the protein in

10

the heat modified form is characteristic of an ex-helical spectrum with negative maxima

5

around 208 nm and 220 nm (Reithmeier and Bragg, 1977), which are commonly ob erved

~

$...c

"-"
~

for water-soluble globular proteins denatured in the pre ence of SDS (Waterhous and

0

Johnson, 1994).

-5
The common characteristic features in I(q) and P(r) profiles for the water-soluble

-10

0

proteins and h-OmpA are the appearance of a subsidiary maximum around q=0.17

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
0

negative maximum around r=25

r (A)

A (Figure 3.3), respectively.

A-I

and a

The e features have al o been

observed for the complex formed between RCAM-BSA and SDS (Shinagawa et al., 1994).

Figure 3.3

Pair distance distribution functions, P(r), for the complex between the proteins

and the surfactants. The symbols are ( - - ) for RCAM-OVA/SDS, (

) for RCAM-

The structure of thi complex investigated by SAXS using the contrast variation method led
to a proposal of its model (Shinagawa, 1994), that three globular micelle-like clusters of

A radius,

RNaseA/SDS, ( - - ) for OmpA/SDS, ( - - ) for h-OmpA/SDS and ( - - ) for

SDS, each having 28

OmpA/OG.

like complex. The radiu of gyration for a SDS micelle at 25

bind to the unfolded polypeptide chain to form a necklace

oc and at the ionic strength of

50 mM NaPB used in the present tudy i calculated to be about 22

A,

a value consi tent

with the cluster radius from the aggregation number, 75 and the partial specific volume,
0.866 g ml-1 (Anacker et al., 1964). The common features of the pre ent SAXS results may

thus be taken to show that the structure of h-OmpA/SDS can be represented by the
necklace-like cluster model proposed for the complex between RCAM-BSA and SDS
(Shinagawa et al. , 1994).
It hould be noted that the amount of SDS bound to h-OmpA , 2.3 gram. per gram of
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protein , is significantly larger than that bound to water- oluble protein , 1.5 grams per gram
of protein , as described in the previous chapter (Ohnishi eta!., 1998). In thi re peer. the
structure of OmpA in the heat modified form may not be identical with tho e of the water. oluble proteins denatured in the presence of SDS. This difference in the amount of bound
SDS may originate from that in the affinity of the proteins to amphiphiles . The amount of
SDS bound to h-OmpA, 2.3 grams per gram of protein, corresponds to that one molecule of
the polypeptide binds 280 SDS molecule . If the dimension of each SDS cluster in h-OmpA
is the same as that in RCAM-BSA, one molecule of the membrane protein is found to bind 4
SDS clusters. The proposed model shown in Figure 3.4 is drawn under these con iderations.

3.4.2

Structure of OmpA in the Folded Forms Solubilized in the Presence of Surfactant
Membrane proteins are usually solubilized and isolated by the use of a surfactant,

while some membrane proteins are denatured by inadequate surfactants. OmpA can be
Figure 3.4

Schematic representation of the complex between SDS and OmpA in the heat-modified

solubilized keeping a folded form by the u e of either SDS or OG . The pre ent SAXS
form con tructed according to the model for the complex between SDS and RCAM-BSA

result

for the scattering intensity profile, Rg and P(r) suggest that the structures of
(Shinagawa, 1994) with the amount of SDS bound to the protein taken into account (see Figure 5.1

OmpA/SDS and OmpA/OG are not identical. This is consistent with the results in the
for more detail ).

spectroscopic data described in Chapter II (Figure 2.1) and the result

in the study by

Sugawara et a/.(1996) that the structure of the protein in the presence of SDS is different
from that in lipid ve icle .
The profile of scattering inten ity I(q) for OmpA/SDS (Figure 3 . 1B) ha
. ub idiary maximum around q=0.2

A· I

which i

a

not observed for OmpA/OG. This

maximum maybe originates from SDS bound to the protein, because the l(q) profile for
SDS micelles ha a ·ubsidiary maximum around at 0.17

5-+

A·

1

•

Amounts of the SDS and OG
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bindin g to OmpA in the folded form \vere de termined as 1 .8 and 1.6 grams per gram of

(Frank er a! ., 19 87, Jalal and van der Helm , 19 9, Forst et a!.. 1993 , Blaauw et a!.. 1995 ).

protein , res pecti ve ly, and the mol ar mass of the protein was confirmed to be co n tant in the

OmpA complex with OG i , therefore, con ·idered to a urn

mixed urfactant system of SDS and OG, i.e. the monomeric protein does not a ociate in

native one in the biomembrane than that in the complex with SDS . From thi point of view,

the presence of SDS or OG (Ohni hi et al ., 1998). Consequently, the molar mass of

it i intriguing to evaluate the size and shape of the protein in th e presence of OG.

a confo rmati o n clo e r to the

A)

The radius of gyration obtained by SAXS for a complex compo ed of discre te units,

Table 3.1) therefore suggests that the

such as a complex formed between a protein and a surfactant, is affected by the patial

dimension of OmpA/OG is larger than that of OmpA/SDS. As shown in Figure 3.3 , the P(r)

distribution of electron density in the whole tructure . For evalu ating the ize and hape of

OmpA/OG is not so different from that of OmpA/SDS . The Dnm. of OmpA/OG (85
larger than that of OmpA/SDS complex (69

A,

A and

such a complex, one should use the " true" Rg determined, for example, by mean of the

A and

one

contrast variation method or small angle neutron cattering (SA S) measurement. SANS

are however different from tho se

measurements (Kameyama et al., unpublished data) on OmpA/OG gave a value , Rv of

whereas that for OmpA/SDS has two distant peaks around at r= 10
trough around at r=20

A. These two peaks for OmpA/SDS

A and

no trough ,

function of OmpA/OG has two broad peaks around r= 15

r=32

A and

r=35

A, which

for h-OmpA/SDS , RCAM-OVA/SDS , or RCAM-RNaseA/SDS in terms of the peak

31 .24

corresponds to the net dimensional radiu s of gyration of the complex ( ee

position . These findings substantiated that the overall structures of OmpA/OG and

Table 3.1) . The hydrodynamic radius , RH, was obtained for thi s complex as de cribed in

OmpA/SDS are different from tho e of h-OmpA/SDS , RCAM-OVA/SDS and R CAM-

Chapter II. The molecular volume , V0 , of this complex may be obtained as 1.22 X 105

RNaseA/SDS , which have common structures to complexes formed between unfolded

using the partial pecific volume for OmpA polypeptide, 0.7 2 ml g-1 (calculated from the

proteins and SDS as illustrated in Figure 3.4. Since OmpA/SDS and OmpA/OG are

amino acid composition) , the partial specific volume of OG , 0.86 ml/g (Kameyama and

compo ed of two domains corre ponding to the N-terminal and C-terminal ones in the

Takagi, 1990) and the amount of the surfactant bound to OmpA, 1.6 grams per gram of

topological model of Morona et al. (1984 ), the two peaks observed in the P(r) functions for

protein described in Chapter II. With these data , we estimate the geometry of OmpA/OG

OmpA/SDS and OmpA/OG may result from the intra-domain and inter-domain distance

assuming two kinds of ellipsoid s, prolate and oblate, for the complex (Van de Sande and

distribution s for the smaller and larger di tances , re pectively.

Per oon s, 1985).

A3

1) Prolate ellipsoid
3.4 .3

Size and Shape of OmpA in the Folded Form in the Pre ence of Octylglucoside
Compared with SDS , OG is known to be a urfactant with mild denaturing activity

(Baron and Thomp on , 1975 ) and ofte n u ed for the cry tallization of membrane proteins

The volume and radiu of gyration of a pro late ellipsoid with axe a, band b (a>b )
are given by
4

,

[3.3 ]

V = - nab 3
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membrane \Nith the minor axis of 12.4

A.

11e

Jn d

h:trc: ofO mpA

2) According to the cry. tallographic tructure of

the N-terminal domain of OmpA shown in Figure l ...f (Pautsch and Schultz, 199 ), which
These equation with V= 1.22 X 10
62.8

A and

to be 34.1

21.6

A,

5

A and Rg=31.24 A allow

respectively. The hydrodynamic radiu

RH,

us to evaluate a and b to be
of this ellipsoid is calculated

A from the following relation.

RHea!

~-barrel

with cylinder-like shape.

Provided the crystallographic structure is a cylinder, it has about 60

A length

and 25

°

diameter. Although the structure of the other half of the protein i yet unkno\vn, the cylinder
with thi dimension is plausibly included in the prolate ellip oid.

[3.5]
This value is referred to as

correspond to the half of the protein, this domain forms a

The model proposed of Stathopouro (1996) consisting of sixteen transmembran

and presented in Table 3.2.

segments is likely to be simulated as an oblate ellipsoid. On the other hand, the earlier
topological model of Morona et al. (1984) consisting of the transmembrane N-terminal

2) Oblate ellipsoid
When an oblate ellipsoid with axes a, b and b (a>b) 1s assumed, V and Rg of

domain and the periplasmic C-terminal domain appears to have an elongated hape like a
prolate ellip oid. Thus, the pre ent evaluation upports the earlier prolate-like model rather

OmpA/OG are written as

than the later oblate-like model of Stathopoulo
[3.6]

[3 .7]
In this ca e, a and bare evaluated to be 48.5
RH ea!

of thi ellip oid a value of 35.7

A and

12.4

A,

re pectively, which in turn give

A when the following equation is used.

Table 3.2

Geometry of the simulated prolate and oblate ellipsoids

Major axis

[3.8]

The re ult

minor axis

62.8 A

21.6

Oblate ellipsoid

48.5 A

12.4 A

of the above calculations summarized in Table 3.2 indicate that

OmpA/OG appear to be prolate ellip oidal rather than oblate ellip oidal by the following
reasons: l) Since the thickness of outer membrane of Escherichia coli is considered to be
about 35

A (Vogel and Jahnig,

1986), it i impossible for the oblate ellipsoid to integrate the
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procedures. Thi s me mbrane protein has fiv e trypto phan residues onl y in the tran membrane
N-terminal domain. Tryptophan residue i known to give an intrin ' iC fl orescence and an
unique circular dichroism. The behavior of the N-terminal domain of the protein can, hence,
be detected by means of tryptop.h an fluore cence and CD spectro copies in a near UV

4.1

region , while the whole part of the protein can be observed conventionally by mean of CD

Introduction
OmpA solubilized in the presence of SDS unfolds upon heating and can refold to

the non-heated form by the addition of a sufficient amount of OG (Dornmair er al., 1990). In
Chapter II , this protein solubilized in the presence of SDS, OG or their mixtures wa
characterized in terms of the amount of surfactant bound to the protein, the molar mass, and
the hydrodynamic radius (Ohnishi et al., 1998). The results revealed the followina0 two
a pect concerning the conformational change of the protein in the mixed surfactant system:
1) Refolding from h-OmpA is induced by the addition of OG in a cooperative manner. 2)
The protein adopt

spectroscopy in a far UV region . In the present chapter, refolding reactions of OmpA from
the heat modified form to the non-heated form accompanied by the addition of OG were
kinetically followed by multiple use of such spectroscopic propertie . Unfolding reaction s
of the protein upon heating at various temperatures in the presence of SDS were al so
followed through CD measurements in the far UV region. The re ults may be expected to
give light on the process of the conformational change of the protein in the mixed surfactant
system of SDS and OG.

its heat modified form owing to the denaturing activity of SDS.

Consequently, the "heat modifiability" of the protein was suggested to be ascribed to its
kinetic property upon the SDS denaturation . In other words, OmpA is solubilized keeping
its folded tructure in the presence of SDS at room temperature due to an extremely slow
denaturation rate, and its denaturation is induced by the accelerated reaction rate upon

4.2
4.2.1

Materials and Methods
Materials and Sample Preparation
Sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) and n-octyl-~-D-glucoside (OG) were obtained from

BDH (Anala R grade) and Dojindo Laboratories Inc. (Kumamoto , Japan) , respectively.

heating .
Result described in Chapter III upport the topological model proposed earlier for
OmpA by Morona et al. (1984). This suggests that the membrane protein consists of the
transmembran N-terminal domain and the hydrophilic periplasmic C-terminal domain . The
folding proce

of the protein con isting of such eparate domains may not be simple, so

that it eem s rea onable to follow the refolding process of the protein by means of multi-

60

OmpA wa purified from Escherichia coli K-12, TNEOO 1 strain and i olated as described in
Chapter IL The OmpA fraction thus obtained was equilibrated by SEC against 50 mM
odium pho phate buffer (NaPB , pH6 .9) containing 3.47mM SDS to prepare an OmpA/SDS
olution. OmpA in the heat modified form in the presence of 3.47mM SDS , h-OmpA/SDS ,
was prepared by heating the OmpA/SDS olution in boiling water for 5 minutes. To thi s h-
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and 342.5 mM OG was added to obtain a de ired h-OmpA solution with a defined OG
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Temperature Jump Unfolding Experiment
In the temperature jump unfolding experiment , the OmpA/SDS

olution was

composition in the SDS-OG mixed surfactant ystem. The composition was expres ed in

transferred into the cell preserved preliminarily at a defined temperature and the change in

term of weight fraction X 0 G of OG as in Chapter II. OmpA olubilized in the presence of

ellipticity at 207 nm in far UV region was started to follow within 10 econd . The time-lag

OG was al o prepared by equilibration against NaPB (pH 6.9) containing 27.4 mM of OG

for the temperature raising of the solution was estimated to be a few minutes by eparate

by SEC .

experiments with a blank solution .

4.2.2

CD Measurements
All CD measurements were performed at desired temperatures by the use of J -720

(Jasco, Tokyo, Japan) as described in Chapter II. Protein concentrations were 7.2-16.0 ~M
for the far UV region and 17.2-23.4

~M

for the near UV region.

4.3
4.3 .1

Results
Changes m Spectroscopic Properties with Composition of the Mixed Surfactant

System of SDS and OG
Figure 4.1 shows near UV (A) and far UV (B) CD spectra of OmpA and its heat-

4.2 .3

modified form, h-OmpA, kept in the mixed surfactant system at various compo itions for 15

Fluore cence Measurements
Measurement were made at protein concentrations of 0.8-1.4 ~M by the use ofF-

4500 (Hitachi , Ltd. Tokyo, Japan) using a cuvette with 1 em of light path length at a defined
temperature. Wavelengths for excitation and emission were 296 nm and 330 nm,

hours at room temperature. In panel A, the near UV spectrum of h-OmpA at XoG=O shows
no characteristic peak in the range from 280 nm to 320 nm , suggesting that the
conformation of the membrane protein under the condition has no specific configuration of
the aromatic side chains. By the addition of OG, two peaks appear around 284 nm and 289

respectively.

nm, and their ellipticities increase with increa ing XoG· These peaks observed for the folded
4.2.4

OmpA are considered to reflect the specific configuration of the aromatic residues,

Refolding Experiment
The time cour e mea urement of either CD or fluorescence was started 15 second

after the manual addition of OG to the h-OmpA solution . The change in ellipticity was

especially tryptophan residues, of the protein. Since the membrane protein is known to have
five tryptophan residues only in theN-terminal domain, which is considered to form

followed at 207 nm in the far UV region and at 289 nm in the near UV region and that in

transmembrane ~-strands (Morona et al., 1984 , Vogel and Hihnig, 1986) , the observed

fluorescence inten sity wa followed at 330 nm of emis ion.

spectral change in the wavelength region primarily reflects the form a tion of the tertiar y
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structure of the N-terminal domain .
As can be een in Figure 4.1B , the CD spectrum of h-OmpA at XoG=O in the far UV
region from 205 nm to 250 nm has a large negative peak around 207 nm and a negative
120

-

~

I

100

A

"'0

-2000

and the spectrum changes to a simple trough shape with a minimum around 215 nm. The

-4000

60

-6000

40

pectrum for XoG=0.9 was identical with that of OmpA in the non-heated form ( ee Figure
2.1 ). This suggest that h-OmpA refolds by the addition of OG to the non-heated form in

N

E
(..)

shoulder around 222 nm. These negative peak and shoulder disappear with increa ing X 0 G

80

0

E

0

-8000
r

terms of the secondary structure.
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The ellipticities of h-OmpA at the indicated wavelengths in the range from 289 nm

-14000

and 207 nm are plotted against the composition of the mixed surfactant ystem in Figure
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~
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4.2A. They change with the increase of the weight fraction of OG in a cooperative manner
with one transition of which mid-point is around X 0 G=0.78. This is consistent with the
findings from SEC-LALLS measurements in Chapter II that h-OmpA refold

Figure 4.1

above

CD spectra in near (A) and far (B) UV regions for h-OmpA at various compositions of

the mixed surfactant system of SDS and OG. The final compositions of the mixed surfactant system
after the addition ofOG are

Xoo= 0 (

the spectra were measured at 30
concentrations were

- - ), 0.79 ( - - ), 0.81 ( - - ) and 0.97 ( - - ). All

oc

15 hours after the addition of OG. The final protein

5.7-17.0 J.!M for the far UV region and 14.2-25.7

J.!M for the near UV region.

When the measurement was extended to a large elapsed time of several days , the
transition was found to shift to a smaller XoG· Figure 4.2B shows the changes of ellipticity
with XoG for three elapsed times since the protein was transferred to the mixed surfactant
solutions. It can be seen that the conformational change of the membrane protein proceeds
very slowl y, e pecially in the transition region, and that the rate of the refoldin g from the
heat modified to the non-heated form depends on the final composition of the mixed
surfactant ystem.
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slowly that the manual mixing of the h-OmpA solution with the refolding buffer olution
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X
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containing OG is adequate to tudying the kinetics of the pre ent ystem.
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All the profiles were analyzed on the basis of three exponential functions with three
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flu ore cence intensity, respectively. These profiles show that the conformational change proceed
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typical profiles of the kinetics observed for ellipticity at 289nm and 207 nrn and for tryptophan
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final compositions of the mixed surfactant system. The lower panel of Figure 4.3A, B and C show
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Kineti cs of Refolding of OmpA from its Heat Modifi d Form
The refolding process of h-OmpA accompanying the addition of OG wa - · tudied at various
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Here, A 1, A2 and A 3 are amplitudes and Y0 is the final value of the profile.

0-

-A3.ffi

o.75

X

o.ro
OG

The upper panels of Figure 4.3A, B and C show the differences between the fitted
O.ffi

0.00

functions and observed values. These residuals scatter uniformly through the measuring
time scales for any profiles , indicating the data are reasonably fitted by equation [4.1].

Figure 4.2

(A) Molar ellipticities of OmpA plotted against the composition of the mixed

The rate constants thus obtained are plotted against XoG in Figure 4.4. They

) and

increase with the fraction of OG , indicating that the refolding of OmpA is accelerated by the

2 89 run ( -., ) were obtained from the spectra of the protein measured 15 hours after the addition of

increase in the fraction of OG. Besides , the nine rate constants obtained from the three

OG. The left ordinate corresponds to the ellipticities at wavelengths in far UV region, (207 nm, 215

procedures are classified into four group , thus indicating that the over all process of the

nm and 217 nm), and the right ordinate in near UV region (298 run). The lines are superimposed

refolding reaction consists of four elementary processe . The fa test proce

assuming the two-state transition. (B) Changes of the ellipticity of OmpA at 289 run of wavelength

detected only by the fluorescence mea urement. The second and third proces e could be

with the composition of the mixed surfactant system measured after 15 hours (-., ), 4 days (+) and

detected by all of th spectroscopic mea urements and the slowe t o ne , only in the far and

14 days ( x) from the addition of OG. All the protein solutions were kept at 30 oc for the incubation

near CD spectra.

surfactant system of SDS and OG. These ellipticities at 207 nm (

and included 2mM sodium azide, an antiseptic agent.

), 215 run (e ), 217 nm(

could be

Figure 4.5 shows the estimated amplitude plotted against the composition of the
mixed surfactant system. The symbol· hav e been colored according to the four steps (o r
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Figure 4.4

Rate constants of OmpA for refolding from the heat modified form to the non-heated

Typical profi les of the kineti cs of the refo ldin g of h-Omp A accompanying the addit ion

form, determined by the use of equation [4.1]. The details of the analyses are described in text. The

of OG, observed fo r ellipticity at 289 nm (A), 207 nm (B ) and intrin sic tryptophan flu ore ce nce

largest rate constants (k1), the second ones(~) and the smallest ones(~) obtained from the analyses

inten ity (C) at 30 °C. T he fi nal compositions of the mixed surfac tant ys tem after the additi on of

for the fluorescence kinetic profiles, are symbolized as(* ),(+) and (x), respectively. Those for the

OG are X 0 G= 0.880 (A), 0. 862 (B ) and 0. 882 (C). The fin al p ro tein concentrati on we re 24 .5 )lM (A),

near UV CD profiles are symbolized as ( D ), (0 ) and (6 ), respectively, and those for the far UV

10.8 )lM and 0.57 )lM (C ). To initiate the refolding reac ti on, 342 .5 mM OG soluti on cont aini ng

CD profiles, as (

3.47 mM SDS wa added manu all y. In the fl uorescence experiments, the wavelength s fo r excitati o n

linear correlation with Xoo for each of the four classes of rate constants.

Figure 4 .3

and emi

), (e ) and (

), respectively. Each of the lines is drawn assuming a logarithmic

ion\ ere 296 nm and 330 nm, re pectively. T he upper panels show the diffe rences re lati ve

to the overall change in el lip ticity o r fl uoresce nce intensit y be twee n the fi tted fun ctio n (line) by the
use of the eq uati on [4.1] and the observed value .
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kinetic phase ) I, II , III and IV classified by rate cons tants in Figure-+.-+. The amplitud s in
the step I (b lue), which were detected by the fluore cence mea urement.

decrea ~ e

with an

increase in XoG· Tho e in the step II (black), which were detected by all the technique .
increase with increasing in XoG · Those in the step III (red) from the near and far UV CD
profiles increa e with X 0 G, while those from the fluorescence profiles are nearly con tant.
Q)

Those in the step IV (green ), were appeared both in the near and far UV CD profile , are

0.6

-~0.4

-g

insensitive to XoG·

ro

0.2
4.3.3

0.0
0.80

0.85

0.90

0.95

1.00

~G

Kinetics of Unfolding of OmpA to the Heat Modified Form
The unfolding reaction of OmpA in the presence of SDS was followed by

monitoring the change in ellipticity at 207 nm in temperature jump experiment , in which
temperature was jumped from room temperature to desired values T The observed profile

Figure 4.5

Amplitudes obtained from the analyses of the refolding kinetic profiles of OmpA by

were well fitted by a single exponential function, and unfolding rate constant at various

oc, i.e.,

the use of the equation [4.1] at various final compositions of the mixed surfactant system of SDS

temperatures were determined . The large t rate constant obtained at T=78.2

and OG. In the analyses, the fluorescence profiles gave three amplitudes, A 1 ( X), A2 ( +) and A3 ( x ),

the fastest unfolding reaction among the experiments, was 7.2 X 10-~ sec·'. The half-life for

which correspond to the rate constants, k 1 (:~ ). k2 (+)and k 3 (x) in Figure 4.5, respectively. The near

the unfoldin g time course under the condition corresponded to 23 minutes. The dead tim e,

UV CD profiles gave three amplitude, A 1 (0), A2 (0 ) and A 3 (.6 ), and far UV CD profiles gave A 1

during which the temperature was raised to 78.2 °C, wa measured separately with a blank

C•),

buffer solution to be 2.2 minutes. The dead times similarly determined for other

A2 (e ) and A 3 (.A. ). These amplitudes correspond to the rate constants represented by the

same symbols as in Figure 4.4.

that for

temperatures were within 10 % of the half-life of the unfolding reaction . The rate constants
obtained from the time course profiles in all the unfolding experiments were, therefore,
adopted without any correction for the dead time. Figure 4.6 show the Arrhenius plot of the
unfolding rate constants k for OmpA thus determined. Th e plots give a fair ly linear
conelation with the reciprocal of T. Assuming that the indicated linear correlation hold ~
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oc is estimated to be 1.9 X I o-

sec· ' . Thi s rate con stant indicate s that th e denaturation of the membrane protein in the
presence of SDS will take 2.4 years in the presence of SDS at the temperature. Thus , the
-7

de naturation of the protein is not virtually observable under thi condition.

-8

4.4

Discussion

_y

-

c::

4.4 . 1

Apparent Conformational Transition of OmpA in the Mixed Surfactant System of

•

...

-9

·-

-I 0

•

SDS and OG
In this study, the refolding phenomena of OmpA from its unfolded form caused by

-II

0.00282

•

I

0.00285

0.00288

SDS was examined by systematically observing its conformational change with the

0.00291

I fT (K-

1

0.00294

0.00297

)

campo ition of the mixed surfactant sy tern of SDS and OG . In this experimental system,
Arrheniu plot for the unfolding rate constant k for OmpA in the presence of SDS . The

SDS act as a denaturant for the membrane protein. The addition of OG can be hence

Figure 4.6

con idered to dilute the denaturing activity of SDS. In this context. one can expect that there

unfolding rate constant were obtained through temperature jump experiments in the presence of

are certain equilibrium between the unfolded and folded forms of the protein, and that the
equilibrium changes with the composition of the mixed surfactant ystem . Practically, the

SDS. Unfolding kinetics of the protein wa ob erved by ellipticity at 207 nm, and the profiles thu s
obtained were analyzed by the use of a single exponential function to obtain unfolding rate
constants at vari ous temperatures . The time-lags in which th e temperature ri ses up to the determined

conformational change of OmpA was observed as shown in Figure 4.2A, which appears to
value were within 10 % of the halflife in the profiles. The da hed straight line is th e bes t-fit o ne

how a cooperative transition around at X 0 G=0.78.
determined by the least-square procedure .

In the pre ent study, this conformational change, namely the refolding of OmpA , in
the mixed surfactant ystem was found to proceed very slowly. e pecially for the final
composition below the tran ition region. In addition to the fact , the reverse reaction toward
th e unfolding form wa. extremely slow at room temperature, even in the neat SDS solution
as will be di s cu

e d later. It i , ther e fore , impos s ible to determine the equilibrium
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depends
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be converted to the fully folded and inserted form in the membran

urfac tJnt

yste m of

0

.:mJ OG

(Surrey and Jahnig.

1995).

surfactant system

From the present results one can estimate the rate constant for the refolding of

exponentially and that one can observe the conformational transition at a time of the order

OmpA from the heat modified to the folded form in the presence of OG only. under the

of a week around X 0 G=O. 7.

condition of X 0 G= 1.0, by extrapolation. The time scales thus estimated for the four rate
processes are as follows: shorter than seconds for the first step, order of econd for the

Folding Process of OmpA in the Mixed Surfactant System of SDS and OG

second one, order of minutes for the third one and order of hours for the forth one. These

In this study, the refolding process of OmpA was followed by spectroscopies. As

time scales can be compared with those in the scheme presented by Surrey and Jahnig

described before, this membrane protein is considered to consi t of two domains that can be

( 1995). The folding pathway of the membrane protein in the present system is shown m

different in their structures and, hence, in their spectroscopic properties. Besides that the

comparison with that of Surrey and Jahnig (1995) in Figure 4.7 (for the refolding at

two domains may refold with different kinetic processes. The present analyses of the time-

XoG= 1.0), provided that the reaction steps proceed sequentially.

4.4.2

dependent spectroscopic changes clearly showed that the overall process of the refolding of

The first step in the pre ent scheme is compared to the isotropic collap e formation

OmpA can be classified into the four steps with different kinetic rate constants. The multi-

involving tryptophan residues. Since this step is not detected by the CD measurements but

step folding character of the membrane protein has also been reported in the refolding

only by the tryptophan fluorescence, no specific orientation of these residues should be

experiments on the protein from the fully unfolded state in the presence of 8 M of urea

attained in this step. The two steps that follow may be analogue of intermediate steps in the

(without surfactant) to the folded state in a lipid vesicle (Surrey and Hihnig, 1995). In their

scheme of Surrey and Jahnig. However, these intermediates hown in Figure 4.7 can be

study, they proposed a sequential folding scheme with four steps. In the refolding of the

different from those in their scheme, since no aggregation was ob erved during the refolding

protein in the presence of liposomes from the urea-denatured state, the rate constants in the

of the protein in the mixed surfactant ystem. The slowest step may be associated with an

folding pathway were described as follow : The first step proceeds within a second and is

orientation or configuration of the domains which have been formed already, -ince this tep

concerned with a change from the fully unfolded form in the presence of urea to a misfolded

was not detected by the fluorescence measurements but only by the CD measurements.

form on the membrane urface; the second step occurs within minutes toward the partially

According to the topological model proposed by Moron a eta/ . ( 1984 ). OmpA has

folded form adsorbed to the membrane; the third tep proceeds in the order of minutes to

five tryptophan residues only in the transmembrane N-terminal domain , whereas th e C-

hour to the partially folded form in erted into the membrane; the fourth step takes hours to

terminal domain is predicted to extrude into the pcriplasmic spa c e. Th e folding of the
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tran membrane N-terminal domain and the hydrophilic C-terminal domain may b exp cted
to be observed separately by CD spectroscopy both in near and far UV region . The kinetic
k_,, hours

8M urea

---+

U---+
hydrophobic

steps obtained from the CD measurements in the near UV region in Figure 4.4 were.

F
however, identical with those in the far UV region. It i intere ting to a k whether thi ·

ladsorption to

collapse

reorientation

insertion

indicates

the surface of a membrane

that

the

N-terminal

and

C-terminal

domain

fold

simultaneou ly.

The

conformational change of a polypeptide around aromatic re idue often affects the ellipticity
aggregation
in both near and far UV regions (Manning and Woody, 1989). Beside , the N-terminal

A

domain can dominantly contribute to the overall change of the residual ellipticity in the far
ec

hour

mm

sec-mm

(at X0 G= 1.0)

OmpA

h-OmpA---+

UV region, since this domain has a tightly folded ~-barrel structure (Pautsch and Schulz,

1998) while the C-terminal domain may have a looser folded

tructure with unknown

(non-heated form)

(heat modified form)

secondary structures (Vogel and Jahnig, 1986) . On account of these, it is unclear whether
these two domains fold simultaneously. In order to make this clear, kinetic refolding data for
each domain of the membrane protein in the mixed surfactant sy tern should be compared
Figure 4.7

Hypothetical pathway of in vitro folding of OmpA in the mixed surfactant system of

with those for intact OmpA, namely, with the present result .

SDS and OG (lower scheme). The upper scheme of the folding pathway of the protein from the
unfolded form in the pre ence of 8 M of urea (U) to the folded form in lipid vesicles (F) is
pre en ted by Surrey and Jahnig ( 1995), where Iw is reported to be a misfolded collap e form of the
protein on the surface of the lipid membrane, which leads to an aggregate form (A), I:-, 11 and Ir-, 12 are
intermediate form which bound to the membrane. The lower cheme is presented for the present

4.4.3

Stability of OmpA in the Presence of SDS
As described in Chapter I, a protein polypeptide folds to the native conformation to

exert its intrinsic function. The native conformation i

maintained with the energetic

difference between the unfolded and folded states. It is , therefore, important to th problem

·y ·rem by the com pari ·on between the rate constant in the upper scheme and those obtained in the
of protein folding to understand the physical ba i

of the stability of the folded

pre ·enr tudy. ln the lower cheme, 11, I~ and I3 are considered to be intermediate forms of the
conformations . The conforn1ational stability of a protein has been examined for a large
protein between the refolding in a surfactant solution. In particular, 1 may be the one in,·olved with
1

number of water-soluble proteins mainly through two approaches: In one approach, we can
hydrophobic collapse around tryptophan residues, since thi · tate was detected only through the
estimate the conformational stability of a protein by means of calorimetry. This method

fluorescence measurements .
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direc tl y affords the change in the heat capacity accompanying the heat denaturation. In the

logarithmically distingui shable, we may u e the late-limiting refolding rat con. tant 2.-+ X

other approach, we can estimate the tability of the protein from the equilibrium knowledge.

1o·' 0 sec·' for the phase IV at 30

In this method , difference of Gibb free energy of the protein between the folded and

for the protein gave an unfolding rate of 1.9 X 1o-s sec·' in th e pre ence of SDS at 30 °C.

unfolded states can be obtained from the equilibrium constant. Figure 4.2A shows a
denaturation curve of OmpA against SDS. However, this curve allows no estimation of the
stability of the protein against the denaturation , since it is not equilibrated but transient one.
Besides these two conventional approaches, kinetic data for conformational change
of a protein concerning its unfolding and refolding also give information on the
conformational stability. That is, one can experimentally obtain a correlation between the
unfolding rate constant for a protein and the concentration of a denaturant, which provides
the unfolding rate constant in water by extrapolation. This unfolding rate constant in water
and the refoldina0 rate constant in water obtained as well afford an equilibrium constant and
hence L1G for the conformational change of the protein. Although such extrapolations
provide only approximate rate constants in water, the L1G thus obtained is known not to be

oc extrapolated to X0 G=O. The Arrheniu

These values yield 7 .9x 10 for the equilibrium in the SDS

plot (Figure 4.6)

olution. Therefore, this

membrane protein is destabilized by 12 kJ mol·' under this condition. In other words , the
Gibbs free energy for the denaturation , L1Gu , of the protein i -12 kJ mol·'. This value may
be compared with usual values less than 40 kJmol·' (L1Gu= +40 kJ mol-') for the
conformational stability of water-soluble globular proteins (Pri valov and Gill, 1988), and
seems consistent with the fact that h-OmpA in the presence of SDS solely does not refold to
the non-heated form by lowering the temperature to 30 °C. This membrane protein can,
therefore, be solubilized keeping its folded form in SDS solution at lower temperatures
owing to the extremely slower denaturing rate under the condition. Consequently, the "heat
modifiability" is observed due to the acceleration of the denaturing rate by rai ing the
temperature. This notion supports the postulate proposed in Chapter II that SDS was

, o different from tho. e obtained from the conventional approaches . In this context, the

principally respon ible for the denaturing phenomena of OmpA in the mixed urfactant

conformational stability of OmpA will be examined in terms of L1G assessed from the

system of SDS and OG (Ohnishi et al., 1998).

kinetic measurements. The L1G thus asse ed will be referred to a kinetic stability.
A for the refolding of OmpA from its heat modified form to the folded one, the
refolding rate is found to depend on the composition of the mixed surfactant sy tern in the
pre nt tudy. As hown in Figure 4.4, the logarithm of the rate con tant in each step varies
linearly with XoG · If the linear relation hip is extrapolated to X 0 G=O, the refolding rate
con tant for OmpA in neat SDS solution is obtained . In actuality, however, the refo lding of
th

protein contains four kinetic , tep . Since the rate constant for these four steps are
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Folding of OmpA, a Membrane Protein

Protem Fold1ng Js for J .\ kmbrJne Protein

Conformational Conversion between a.-Helices and ~-Structures in On1pA.
The conformational change of OmpA in the mixed ·urfactant y tern of

D

and

and ~

OG may partly involve the secondary structure conversion betwe n a-helice
Owing to some experimental difficulties, studies of folding phenomena in

structures, as observed in CD spectroscopic studies (see Figure 2.1, Figure 4.1, for example).

membrane proteins are as yet very limited as mentioned in Chapter I. Dornmair et al. ( 1990)

Namely, the folded form of OmpA including ~-structures convert to the unfolded form in

reported an intriguing phenomenon that the heat modified form of OmpA refolds to the non-

the presence of SDS that contains significant amounts of a-helices. Upon refolding, the ~

heated form by the addition of a sufficient amount of OG. The present study aimed to clarify

structures in the folded form are to be formed by conversion of the a-helical structur

.

the detailed mechanism of the folding phenomena and conformational change of the

Such conversions between a-helical and ~-structural forms are reportedly known

membrane protein in the mixed surfactant system of SDS and OG on the basis of that

for some water-soluble proteins: The native fom1 of bovine ~-lactoglobulin with ~

knowledge. Characterization of the protein in this mixed urfactant system by SEC-LALLS
made clear the role of the surfactants in the conformational change of the protein in terms of
the heat modifiability and the refolding, the latter of which was observed by Dornmair et al .
( 1990) for the first time. In Chapter III, structural aspects of the protein in the presence of

structures converts to the denatured form with a-helical tructures upon the denaturation
induced by guanidine hydrochloride, various kinds of alcohols , trifluoroethanol or
hexafluoroisopropanol (Hamada et al., 1996, Hamada and Goto, 1997). The native form of a
few mutant human lysozymes with a-helical structures causes amyloidosi (Booth et al.,

each of the surfactant examined through SAXS measurements were described to afford
1997). Some disea es like Alzheimer's disease, maturity onset diabetes , and the pnon-

tructural properties of the protein in a surfactant solution. In Chapter IV, kinetic aspects of
related transmissible spongiforn1 encephalopathies are considered to be attributed to uch a
the conformational change of the protein between its folded form and unfolded form in the
presence of surfactant were investigated in a sy tematic way. In this chapter, we dis2u

conformational conversion of the native conformations of the related proteins to their ~

a
structural fibril formations (Sunde et al., 1997). Such intriguing phenomena concerning the

feature of the conformational change of the protein in the mixed surfactant system of SDS
a-~ conversion of a protein are attracting much attention from pathological points of view.

and OG in term

of the

econdary structure, and consider folding propertie

of the
Among the above example , the mechani m of the conver ion of bovine ~

membrane prot in in the mixed surfactant sy tern on the basis of experimental findings in
lactoglobulin may be different from tho e of such di ease related prote in s,
the previou

ince the

chapters. Finally, prospect for the application of a binary mixed surfactant
conversion of the protein is considered to be caused by the influence of a denaturant. Thi s

ystem upon studying membrane protein folding i also included.
protein is known to be a predominantly ~ -s heet protein , although it has a markedly high
intrinsic preference for a-helical structure (Ham ada et a!., l 996). High enviro nmental
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polarity in the presence of alcohols affects the intra-chain interactions of the protein in the
native forn1 (Hirota et al., 1997), resulting in the a-helix formation, which is predicted from
the stati tical data for intrin sic preference for the a-helical structure as for the amino acid

heating

sequence (K uwata et al., 1998).

h-OmpA/SDS
R8= 36.5 A
RH= 47.0A

The conformational conversion of the folded form of OmpA to the heat modified
form in the presence of SDS seems to be similar to that of bovine ~-lactoglobulin in terms
of the denaturation induced by a denaturant. It is, however, not clear whether this membrane

bsos= 2.3

OmpA/SDS
Rg= 31.1 A
RH= 37.3 A
bsos= 1. 8 g/gprotein

g/gprotein

Intermediate I
may be generated owing
to isotropic hydrophobic
collapse.

protein has any intrinsic preference for a-helical structure. Besides , the a-helical
confom1ation is commonly observed for SDS denatured water-soluble proteins in pite of a
variety of their secondary structures in their native states (Waterhous and Johnson , 1994). In
this context, the conversion of the native conformation of a protein to an a-helical one
induced by the influence of SDS may not be accounted for by the mechanism of the
conversiOn of ~-lactoglobulin induced in

the presence of alcohols

or guanidine

hydrochloride.

5.2

OmpAIOG
Rg= 37.9 A
RH= 38.8 A
8oo= 1.6 g/gprotein

Intermediate ll
may be a partially
folded form in which
its characteristic Pstructures have been
formed.

Intermediate ill
may be a mostly folded
form in which each of the
domains has been formed
except the orientation.

Folding Mechanism of OmpA in the Mixed Surfactant System of SDS and OG
Figure 5.1

Hypothetical scheme of the conformational change of OmpA in the mixed surfactant

A hypothetical scheme of the conformational change of OmpA in the mixed
system of SDS and OG. The structures of the protein in the non-heated form in the presence of SDS
urfactant system of SDS and OG was considered based on the four rate con tant and their
or OG and that in the heat modified form in the presence of SDS are drawn mainly based on the
similarity to those obtained by Surrey and Jahnig (1995). This is shown in Figure 5.1, in
which the mode of the urfactant binding to the protein is drawn with a very simple

results from the SAXS and DLS measurements mentioned in the previous chapters. The folding
scheme in this figure is shown according to the results from kinetic experiments described in

depiction. since the structure of the protein in the folded form in a surfactant solution is yet

Chapter IV: Three intermediates in the scheme were speculated from these results. For further

unknown . Small angle neutron cattering work under progress by the author and co-workers

details, see text.
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It should be noted that properties of the mixed urfactant . y t mused in th present

For a membrane protein of a type consisting of transmembrane a-helices, a detailed

tudy are different from those of the experimental y tern u ed in previou _tudi s through

folding scheme ha been proposed (Popot and Engelman, 1990) . In this scheme, formation

which such folding schemes are propo ed (e.g. Popot and Engelman, 1990,

of the a helices takes place on a membrane surface prior to the insertion of the polypeptide

Jahnig, 1995, Surrey et a!., 1996) in terms of the amphiphilic en ironment involved.

into the membrane, and the folding of the protein is completed by the insertion and

Namely, the present system preserve a micellar amphiphilic environment during the folding

subsequent orientation of these helices in the membrane. Studies on the foldino0 of a

of a membrane protein from the unfolded form, while the other sy terns involve the tran fer

membrane protein of ~ type from its unfolded form in the presence of denaturants to its

of a protein from an aqueous environment in the presence of a denaturant to amphiphili

folded one in lipid vesicles are reported for OmpA (Surrey and Jahnig, 1995) and OmpF
(Surrey et al., 1996). In these studies, a similar folding scheme is proposed for the two
membrane proteins. That is, formation of the ~ structures takes place on the urface of a
membrane prior to the insertion of the polypeptide into the membrane, and the folding of the
protein is completed by the insertion and subsequent orientation of these ~ structures in the
membrane. The preliminary formation of the ~ structures on the surface of the membrane

urr y and

one with lipid bilayers . It is simply presumed that the initial hydrophobic collapse of a
membrane protein polypeptide under the condition with the latter environment takes place
on the interface between the lipid bilayer and water, namely on the urface of the membrane.
This i an analogue to the collapsed state of water-soluble protein , which i reportedly
known to have high affinity to the membrane surface (Ptitsyn, 1995) . Since the initial
collap e for a membrane protein was observed during their transfer from an aqueou
environment to an amphiphilic one, the hydrophobic region of the protein general d by the

can also lead to the aggregate formation of the protein, which may be induced by the
collapse seem

to be more favorable to bind to the amphiphilic membrane than to be

formation of an intermediate ~ structure. In the case of the trimeric OmpF, association of its
exposed in the aqueou

environment. The conformational change of the polypeptide of

polypeptide wa observed after the orientation of the ~ structures, namely the formation of
OmpA around the tryptophan re idues , which may be respon ible for the hydrophobic
the tertiary tructure, of each monomer (Watanabe, 1994) . Except for the formation of the
collapse, was also observed in the mixed surfactant sy tern, i.e. under an overall amphiphilic
quat rnary structure, the folding proce s of membrane proteins of ~ type seems similar to
condition. This suggests that the hydrophobic collapse of the protein i accounted for not by
that of a type. In other word , the two events in the folding process, 1) the preliminary
formation of the transmembrane segment

and the in ertion and 2) the subsequent

orientation of the e segment , may be in common with membrane protein both of a and
~ types. In this respect, the folding behavior of OmpA in the mixed surfactant

y tern of

the preference of it hydrophobic region for binding to the membrane rather than being
exposed in water, but by the a dominant force gathering its hydrophobic re idue which is
intrin ic for the membrane protein. In this respect, the initial hydrophobic collap c may be a
common property of protein folding between water-. oluble proteins and membrane on s.

SDS and OG found in the pre ent tudy seem to be con istent with this perspective.
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Stability of OmpA in the Presence of SDS
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high temperatures , acquire their higher stability.

tudied the dependence of the refolding rate constants of OmpA on the

The slow refolding rate of a protein i usually considered to be concerned with th

composition of OG in the mixed surfactant system and the temperature dependence of

height of the energy barrier on the transition from the unfolded

unfolding rate constant of the protein m the presence of SDS. The analysis of these rate

(Creighton, 1994 ). In the case of the conformational change of OmpA in the pre ence of

constants indicate that this protein in the presence of SDS at 30

oc is

more stable in the

unfolded form by 12 kJmol-1 than in the folded form (L1Gu=-12 kJmol-1). Namely, this
protein is solubilized keeping the folded form in the presence of SDS in spite of the
thermodynamical disadvantage. This form is preserved by a kinetic factor with a
considerably small unfolding rate constant and denatures upon heating with an increase in
the rate constant, resulting in the heat modifiability. The heat modifiability in the presence
of SDS is commonly observed for the outer membrane porins, such as OmpC and OmpF

tate to the folded

tate

SDS at 30 °C, the energetic barrier, L1G .tsos, expressed in terms of the activation free energy
is calculated by the use of Eyring's equation (Frost and Pearson, 1961 ),
L1G .tsos = RT ln (k 8 Tihk 505 )

[5.1 J

to be 119 kJ mot 1. Here, k8 is Boltzmann's constant, h is Planck's constant and k505 is
unfolding rate constant in the presence of SDS at 30 °C. Unfortunately, this value cannot be
compared with those for other proteins, for which no numerical data in the presence of SDS
are available. Figure 5.2A schematically shows that OmpA in the unfolded form ,

(Nakamura and Mizushima, 1976), which are typical ~ barrel membrane proteins. Such

destabilized by 12 kJ mot 1 in the presence of SDS at 30 °C, is preserved by the activation

a type such as BR

energy of 119 kJ mol- 1 • Figure 5.2B shows a hypothetical potential profile including the

tability, however, has not been observed for membrane proteins of

(Booth et al. , 1990, 1995) and DGK (Lau and Bowie, 1997). Although it i

uncertain

whether any membrane proteins of ~ type have heat modifiability in common, at least such

unfolded (U) and folded (F) forms at various compositions of OG. We may interpret the
heat modifiability and the refolding phenomena in terms of the potentials.

outer membrane protein including OmpA maintain their folded structure in the usual time

In the neat SDS solution at a low temperature, around room temperature, the

cale under similar denaturing conditions owing to extraordinary slow unfolding rates.

unfolding reaction from the folded form of proceeds very slowly due to the extremely high

Apparently tabilized , unfolded states with extraordinary slow unfolding rates are reported

activation potential barrier. The folded form of the protein, kept in the presence of a strong

for other proteins, e.g. a hyperthermophilic protein , pyrrolidone carboxyl peptidase from

denaturant, SDS, is hence referred to as the "kinetically stable state". At a sufficiently high

Pyrococcus furi osus (Ogasahara eta/., 1998). Outer membrane proteins are often exposed to

temperature, the protein realize the unfolded form in the presence of th e denaturant , as the

sever extracellular circumstances and , therefore, may be required to acquire much higher

unfolding reaction is enhanced. OmpA in the unfolded form once realized will not refold by

stabilities of their conformations than those of cytopla mic protein . This may be the same

simply lowering the temperature, because the unfolded form is thermodynamically stable in

reason why protein from hyperthermophilic microorganisms , which grow at extraordinary

the neat SDS olution. By the addition of OG to the SDS-unfolded form of OmpA, the
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protein refolds spontaneou ly. This indicate. that the folded form of the prot in is c rtainly
thermodynamically tabilized by the presence of OG. The thermodynamical _tability may be

I

A
evaluated if equilibrium constant could be obtained. However, it was difficult to determine

119.1 kJ mol" 1
OmpA in the
folded form

the equilibrium denaturation curve for the isothermal conformational tran ition of OmpA in
the SDS-OG mixed surfactants system, because the refolding and unfolding r action were
~,.

t

12 kJ mol"

1
\

OmpA in the heat
modified form

very slow, especially in the transition region. The present study ha

hown that the refolding

rate depend on the final composition of the mixed surfactant solution of SDS and OG and

temperature

B

nD

is accelerated with increasing XoG· This fact can be interpreted a the result of the potential
barrier between the two forms reduced with XoG· No unfolding reaction could b ob erved

~u

at any compositions of the mixed surfactant system unless heating. This sugge ts that the
potential barrier between the two state is significantly reduced only at high XoG·

5.4

F

U

...

1

0

Approach for Solving the Problem of Protein Folding as for Membrane Proteins

-Application of Mixed Surfactant SystemThe previous observation by Dornmair et al.( 1990), in which OmpA in the unfolded
state refolds to the folded state by the addition of excess amount of OG, gave an example of

Figure 5.2

(A) An energetic scheme of OmpA in the pre ence of SDS at 30 °C. (B)

examining folding phenomena of the membrane protein quantitatively. In the pre en t tudy,

Hypothetical energetic profile of two conformational states of OmpA varying with temperature and

this conformational change wa

the campo ition of the mixed surfactant system of SDS and OG. The folded form and unfolded

changing the composition of the mixed surfactant system of SDS and OG y tematically.

form of OmpA are ex pre ,_ ed with the notations of (F) and (U), respecti ,·ely.

The results 0aave sianificant
information concerning......, the unique folding property of the
0

characterized thermodynamically and kinetically by

membrane protein. It is noticeable that the folding rate of the protein could be controlled by
changing composition of the mixed surfactant system. Furthermore. the present study
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atomic resolution , such as NMR or ESR tec hniques.

corre ponds to changing the denaturing ability of SDS. Thi indicates that an experimental
sys tem with the mixture of the surfactants is an analogue of aqueous experimental systems
with a denaturant such as urea or guanidine hydrochloride , which have been conventionally
used for studying folding properties of water-soluble globular proteins, in terms of
denaturing ability. In order to compare the knowledge about the folding properties of the
membrane protein obtained from the present study with the well-known folding properties
of water-soluble proteins, more examples for various kinds of proteins using the mixed
surfactant system are necessary. So far, a very limited number of the studies on membrane
protein folding have been reported as mentioned in Chapter I, since only a few experimental
ystem, in which a membrane protein folds and unfolds reversibly, has been known. In this
context, utilization of the mixed surfactant system is expected to be a foothold for
advancing research concerning the folding mechanism of membrane proteins .
It is prerequisite, however, to have detailed knowledge in advance about the
olution properties of the respective surfactants concerned and their mixture . For example,
these surfactant molecules form micelle above the erne, or olubility of them decreases
critically below a temperature, called the Kraft point, or their solutions show phase
eparation above a temperature, called the clouding point. Such propertie

should be

examined preliminarily. The mixed surfactant system of SDS and OG is suitable in this
context, because each of the surfactants and the mixed

urfactant system have been well

examined (Haya hi and Ikeda, 1980, Kameyama and Takagi, 1990, Kameyama et al ., 1997).
Further advances in this field are expected by the use of a mixed surfactant system
combined with modern method , which give the detailed insight into protein folding with
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SDS (OmpA/SDS). between OmpA in the unfold d form and SDS (h-OmpA/SD ) and

Summary of the Thesis

between OmpA in the folded form and OG (OmpA/OG) were examin d by mean · of small
angle X-ray scattering, SAXS. Complexes between water- oluble protein and

6.1

Characterization of OmpA in the Mixed Surfactant System of SDS and OG
A membrane protein, OmpA of Escherichia coli, in the proces of refolding from its

also examined for RCAM-OVA,
RNaseA/SDS as reference

D

were

RCAM-OVA/SDS, and RCAM-RNaseA , RCAM-

to those of the membrane protein. The SAXS profil

of

heat-modified form in the presence of SDS to its non-heated one by the systematic addition

scattering intensities and of pair distance distribution function, P(r) function, for h-

of OG was characterized by means of dynamic light scattering and size exclusion

OmpA/SDS were very similar to those for RCAM-OVA/SDS and RCAM-RNaseA/SDS,

chromatography combined with low angle laser light scattering photometry. Upon heating

indicating that the structure of OmpA in the unfolded form is imilar to tho e of water-

to 2.3 grams

soluble proteins in the presence of SDS. The structure of OmpA in the folded form in OG

A. On addition

solution was shown to be different from that in SDS solution according to their scattering

of OG, the once denatured OmpA regained its original size above the weight fraction of OG

intensities and P(r) function profiles. Radii of gyration for OmpA/OG, OmpA/SDS and h-

in the total amount of surfactants, 0.8. During the process, the hydrodynamic radius was

OmpA/SDS were obtained according to their Guinier plot to be 37.9

observed to decrease cooperatively at the weight fraction of 0.6, while no change took place

respectively. The structure of OmpA/OG wa well simulated as a prolate ellipsoid with a

in the molar mas of the protein. The refractive index increment of OmpA reflecting the

major axis of 62.8

amount of urfactant binding also regained the value before the heating in parallel with the

details, the dimension of the simulated ellipsoid appeared rea onable for the membrane

change of size. Examination of the amount of surfactants bound to the membrane protein

protein.

in the presence of SDS, the amount of SDS bound to OmpA increased from

~ .8

per gram of protein and its hydrodynamic radius increased from 37.3 to 47 .0

A and

a minor axis of 21.6

A.

A,

31.1

A and

36.5

A,

While the simulation did not give the

according to known propertie of the binary surfactant micellar system of the surfactants
howed that SDS was principally responsible for the denaturation phenomena of OmpA .

6.3

Kinetic Aspects of the Conformational Change of OmpA in the Mixed Surfactant

System of SDS and OG
Refolding reactions of OmpA from the heat modified form to the folded form

6.2

accompanying the addition of various amounts of OG were kinetically inve tigated by

Size and Shape of On1pA in a Surfactant Solution
OmpA solubilized in the presence of a surfactant form

a complex between the

protein and the urfactant. The complexe formed between OmpA in the folded forn1 and

92

measurements of CD in far and near UV region and intrinsic fluore cence. There ult gave
four refolding rate constants, which were relatively small compared to those reported for
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water-soluble proteins. These refolding rate constants were shown to depend on the
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